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Adams Express Company and To Present Clear Cut Issue With President Taft Wants to Increase She Laid Them on the Chiffonier Stand Patters Do Not Move and ' Missouri Pacific
Trains in Kan- Seven Cincinnati Firms in
Political Creed of His
the Burden of Newspapers
Before Retiring After the
Have Their Ears Stuffed
sas Are Dug Out of the
Same Boat
and Magazines
Predecessor
Mardi Gras Ball.
With Cotton
Deep Drifts.

Proclamation Issued Denouncing the Tyranny of Presi-

dent

GIVES

VICTIM

"

(By Special Leased Wire to Xcw Mexican) (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Cincinnati, Ohio, Feb. 22 Thirty
Columbus, X. M., Feb. 22. At least
Washington, D. C, Feb. 22. Presimounted ;'officiaIs and employes of the National dent Taft will reply to Colonel Theo1,400 men are armed and
south of here in the Gallina district, Cash Register Company
of Dayton, dore Roosevelt's Columbus speech.
of which Casas Grandes is the gov- Ohio, were today indicted on charges
Although the President will make
ernmental seat, all avowed Vasquistas of criminal violation of the Sherman no direct attack on Mr. Roosevelt, and
t
law by a special federal although administration officials reand declaring themselves in open opposition to the present Mexican gov- grand jury here. The Adams Express fuse to discuss the latter's Columbus
ernment.
Company was indicted on eleven speech, it became known today that
The Vasquistas hold the port of counts charged with having attempt- the President would
answer the
Palomas, opposite this point, and are ed to collect more than established speech and present a clear cut issue
I nay importing arms and ammunition. rates'.
between his political creed and that
Several thousand rounds of ammuniSeven Cincinnati
manufacturing of his predecessor.
tion were taken over the line yester- firms also were indicted charged with
Mr. Taft's answer will not be made
day and a big shipment reached here attempting to secure transportation at! all in one speech, but between
the
from
Paso.
El
lower
rates than those established byj present and the last of March he has
today
aware
are
that
United States troops
the Interstate Commerce Commission.! many speaking engagements which
the last shipment arrived and may
The officers and employes of the Na- will be utilized for this purpose.
it, but as yet have no orders to tional Cash Register Company indictTaft Agrees With Roosevelt.
interfere with anything imported into ed include: John A. Patterson, presiWashington, D. C, Feb. 22. PresiMexico through a regular customs port dent; E. A. Deeds, vice president; G. dent. Taft, it was said, felt that Colsuch as Palomas is.
C. Edgeter, secretary, and W. F.
onel Roosevelt had at last given him
Mail arrived here
treasurer.
today from El
an opportunity to make his position
Paso for the Mormon colonists south
The first count charges that nearly clear without indulging in any perof here.
The Mormons themselves all
competitors have been bought out sonal attack. With many of the doc"will take it forward, having been promor driven out of business.
trines, the former President enunciised by the Vasquistas that they will
It is charged that restraint has been ated at Columbus, President Taft is
not be molested in this.
in operation for the last twenty years, in agreement; to others he is known
The Vasquistas have sent up proclais con- to be unalterably opposed.
although the specific
mations declaring that they are in fined to the last three charge
But Opposes Direct Legislation.
years.
arms "against the tyranny of the presIt is said to have been effected by
Among those are the initiative and
ent Mexican president," and that they
of competitors and referendum, the recall of judges and
his bribing employes
will "die rather than continue
The
and tele- the recall of judicial decisions.
telegraph
transportation,
slaves."
phone companies, and injuring the President has speaking engagements
They protest vehemently against be- credit of competitors in libeling their in New York, Ohio, Chicago and New
ing called bandits and declare that machines.
England and it is possible that others
they are fighting "for liberty, so dear
The second and third counts charge will be made for him.
to every American."
Will Speak in Ohio.
the defendants with monopolizing the
Mormon colonists declare that since cash register business by the same
The President extended his forthin means.
American Consul T. D. Edwards,
coming trip to Chicago. He will stop
in Toledo, Ohio, and speak in the
Juarez, served notice on the VasquisStifled Competition.
tas to cease molesting them, that many
chamber of commerce there the night
22.
Feb.
SpecificCincinnati,
Ohio,
of their stolen horses have been recf March 8. In Toledo, he probably
ally it was charged that competitors
will make the first speech of a series
turned, and they are now enjoying of the
were
driven!
Register Company
peace.
out
of business by interference with j in reply to Mr. Roosevelt.
They say the rebels are conducting their
Many telegrams reached the White
employes, by libeling their ma- House
the government apparently in the orasking the President to stop
imitachines,
selling
prices,
cutting
and other addinary manner.
of competitive machines made on his way to Chicago
tions
Several hundred Vasquistas appearditions than the Toledo speech may
com
use
and
as
"knockers"
to
injuring
ed at Guzman yesterday and drove off
in every possible be made.
a number of range horses that had petitive machines
Good Sound Doctrine Says Roosevelt.
way.
22. Theodore
been gathered by scouts.
Feb.
New York,
com-- j
the
was
also
that
:.It
charged
'
'
Roosevelt returned to New York
Vasquistas Marching on Juarez.
panys selling" plan included the ' shortly after noon today from his
El Paso, Texas! Feb. 22. Juarez is threatening of suits merely to harass
much excited today over the report manufacturers and purchasers and in trip to Ohio. His train was more than
did they
that Vasquistas are coming from the organizing bogus corporations pre- three hours late. "How
south to capture the town. The wires tending to be competitors as well as treat you in Ohio?" he was asked.
"Bully," said the Colonel, "I had a
are down this morning and no report making applications for patents on
is obtainable from San Pedro where the machines and improvements in- first class time."
"Your Columbus speech has aroused
seized a vented by
on yesterday the rebels
competitors.
a good deal of comment," was sugNorthMexico
on
the
train
defendants
freight
All but seven of the
to him.
western railroad, bound for Juarez.
were among those named December 4 gested
"Good sound doctrine," he replied.
mean
It is expected that the rebels
in the civil suit started by the govColonel Roosevelt went from the
i:i come in and take the town. There ernment to restrain them from atto the home of his cousin. J.
station
is little to hinder them, as Juarez has
cash
regtempting to monopolize the
Roosevelt, in Manhattan, where
West
no defense.
ister business.
he will spend the day. He said he
J. A. Oswald, S. W. Davies, George would see
Juarez Without Protection.
no one except his family.
A hundred supposedly
loyal state C Shaw, E. H. Bunstino, and H. G.
difolof
board
of
to
the
Juarez
members
Carnell,
tioops recently' brought
lowing the mutiny and later sent south rectors when the civil action was filed
disin the direction of the Galeana
and made defendants to it, were not
trict, now held by the rebels, return- named in the indictment.
ed to Juarez early this morning, and
3,000 Overcharges irf- One Day.
are preparing to entrain for ChihuaWashington, D. C, Feb. 22 The inhua. This will leave Juarez absoluteof the Adams Express Com
dictment
except by volunteers.
ly unprotected
is
the
first of what probably may
pany
ex-Juarez officials do not attempt to
be a series of indictments against exof
state
governthe
attitude
the
plain
for exacting more Colombia Will Not Stand for
ment in ordering these troops away press companies
the
than
published rates, although no
His Affront to Secretary
and leaving all the country south of
has been instituted by the
campaign
of
Chihuahua
Juarez and northwest
Knox
The
Interstate Commerce Commission.
absolutely in rebel control.
of the operarecent
investigations
Rebels Advance on Chihuahua.
tions of express companies, CommisSan Antonio, Texas, Feb. 22. Emi-liDENT
IS THUS CLOSED
sioner Lane said, had developed 3,000
a
received
Gomez
today
Vasquez
of overcharge in a single
instances
and
telegram dated Columbus, N. M.,
day.
signed by ColoneL Demetrio Ponce, of
Minister Will
The alleged violation of the law The Officious
the Vasquista airmy, saying that rebel was the exaction of excessive unlaw
Now Have to Look for
with four
1,700
forces numbering
ful rates on shipments from IndianapAnother Job
pieces of artillery, are advancing on olis, Ind., to Franklin, Pa. The rate
Amilio
General
Chihuahua city under
between the two cities is $1.75 a
P. Campau.
hundred, pounds but the Adams agent Bv Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Rebels Take Velardina.
at Franklin collected $2 a hundred, it Bogota, Colombia, Feb. 22. General
of
A
22.
force
Torreon, Mex., Feb.
is averred.
Pedro Nel Ospina, Colombian minister
300 rebels is in occupation of VelarAll of the indictments for mis-bito the United States, was recalled by
dina, a mining center north of here. ing of freight were the result of in- the Colombian government this mornThey burned the bridges on the
vestigations made by the division of
at Pedrisena in the same neigh- inquiry of the Interstate Commerce ing.
The action of the Colombian gov
borhood today, cutting communica- Commission.
was taken because neither it
ernment
Amertion with Durango, where many
Railroad Also Indicted.
nor the Colombian .people uphold the
ican citizens are waiting an opporCincinnati, Ohio, Feb. 22. An in- position taken by the Colombian min
tunity to leave. The stations between
counts was ister at Washington in notifying the
here and Durango have been looted. dictment with eight
& State Department that the proposed
the
Chesapeake
against
soldiers
has
200
of
brought
A body
departed
visit to Colombia of .Secretary of
road
the
that
Railroad
Ohio
charging
are
men
expectfor Durango and 500
State Knox would be inopportune, be
not
marked
shipments
properly
ed to reach here overland tonight for had
cause Colombia's claims in connection
of cattle.
.Saltillo.
with Panama have not been arbitrated.
Juarez Breathes Easier.
The notification given by the Colom
News
thet
Feb
El Paso, Texas,
RUSSIANS WANT TO MAKE
bian government says that "General
Chithe Vasquistas intend attacking
TROUBLE FOR UNCLE., SAM. Ospina is separated" from his post at
huahua, was conveyed by their leader
Washington and that the incident be
a Palomas to Vasquez Gomez at San Big Land Owners
Protest Against tween Colombia and the United States
sometension
relieved
the
1832
Antonio,
Abrogation of Treaty of
is thus closed.
what in Juarez. The 'officials now
By Taft.
Colombia, it continues, is bound to
to see Orozco's reason for
, profess
maintain ber international policy.
New
from
Mexican)
to
near
the
Wire
Leased
troops
withdrawing
(By Special
Not State Department's Fault
of these
The commander
.Juarez.
St. Petersburg, Feb. 22. The NaThe
D. C, Feb. 22.
Washington,
troops as he passed through Juarez tionalist party has issued five thoustate
of
the
concern
department
only
.enroute to Chihuahua, made the state sand invitations for tonight's meeting
being informed of the report of the
ment today that the Vasquistas do in the hall of the-- ' nobility to protest on
Associated Press of the recall of the
of
uarez
because
to
mean
attack
United
not
against the attitude of the
Colombian Minister, was that it should
i fear of international complications. States in renouncing the
be thoroughly understood that the de
As the rebels hold a port of entry at
treaty of 1832". The meeting has partment had not directly or indirectof
Palomas, Juarez would be of little been sanctioned by the minister
which con
value to them if taken, it is argued, the interior and will be presided over ly suggested this course,
been pureto
have
appears
sequently
of
of
the
the by A. A. Motovoliff, a member
and would only detain many
ly voluntary on. the part of the Col,
men for garrison duty, who would be Duma and a great land owner.
ombian government.
needed in the attack on Chihuahua.
Americans Flee from Torreon.
Fire in Mining Town Half or the
El Paso, Texas, Feb. 22. The regu teen members of the '.Joan', Terrazas
lar Mexican National train, due this family of Chihuahua. The passengers mining camp of Congress near Pres-cotArizona, has been wiped out by
morning at 7, got in this afternoon at reported that south of Chihuahua the
It had train had to stop several times to re- - fire. The saloon' district was entire1, having come from Torreon.
aboard 47 American refugees and
burned bridges.
ly destroyed. The loss is $25,000,
anti-trus-
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Senate.
San

Lease. Wi
e
u ire :u iM'w .Mexican i u ;y
,1 Winto Wiv leviem
Francisco, Calif., Feb. 22. A j Kansas City, Mo., Feb. 22. "My hat
Wichita, Kans.. Feb. 22 Missouri
Met at nooo.
collection of diamonds and pearls, val-- i has been .in the ring a long time, and Pacific train-- snow hum,,!
nM.
ued at $.".M,n0( was siolon from
Washington's farewell adMrs. my head lias been in it," said Cover - Kansas, yesterday, were dug out lan
dress road by Senator Kern.
Eugene de Sabla at her apartments nor Woodrow Wilson of New Jersey. night.
The train on the Coffeyvilla
in
in a local hotel here early yesterday today when his attention was called blanch of the Missouri
President,
message,
Pacific which
transmitted Postmaster Genmorning. The jewels had been worn to Theodore
Roosevelt's
statement 'K in a t welve foot drift between
to the annual Mardi Gras bail, a nota- - made last
eral's annual report uggestiug
night to W. F. Hi rick at Hoosor and Dexter, Kansas, will be
government ownership of tel- Njble society event, at ihe same hotel, Cleveland.
rescued today. Passengers left the
egraphs which the President
;and had been left on the chiffonier by
dml
n:,"",( to the towns
Governor Wilson laughed heartily ' 1,1
:Mrs. de Sabla when she retired. Her
said he did not favor; and secat
his epigram and was cheered by iy tanners.
ond class mail mailer commishusband, entering the room an hour
members of the "WiiSon for PresiMichigan in Winter's Grasp,
sion's report reeom.m lui.iig inlater, discovered the theft, which did
who formed his reception
Club"
dent
Detroit,
Mich., Feb. 22. Although
'not
become
known until early today.
crease of second class rate to
committee here. When shown an As- - the terrific snow and windstorm that
two cents which Uie President
vMnong tlie gems stolen was a dia
telling of the swept the lower half of the state yes- Njmond tiara, a pearl brooch, a diamond sl1c'laUJ(1 Press dispatch
approved.
had abated
bracelet, several diamond finger rings, proposed division f the Oklahoma terday and last night
Wire products manufacturbetween
himself
and somewhat today, traffic in all direc- c'iamond earrings and a diamond stud- delegation
ers protested against steel tarSpeaker Clark, Governor Wilson said: tions practically is at a standstill.
ded lorgnette and chain.
iff bill before finance commitBlizzard Grips Ohio.
The de Sablas Ike in El Cerito, a "I prefer to make no statement contee.
of that, kind in which
a
matter
Cleveland.
fashionable
cerning
of
suburb
Ohio, Feb. 22. A blizzard
San
Francisco
:
1
20
at
Adjourned
i. m. until
I myself
am so deeply concerned. pupped Cleveland and northern Ohio
unu
nuici tie'i men 13 Hi 11 t"l- 2 p. m. Monday.
iaration for the ball. Mrs. de Sabla ac- - Wait until Oklahoma has decided." 'today. Traffic is badly disarranged,
House.
After a breakfast and reception by telephone and telegraph wires are
jeempanied by her daughter Miss Vera
Met at noon.
3,1,1 there is much
ne-us
01 wnom a committee of his Kansas City
uotn
suffering. The
anil
ttaiua,
maiu,
on
unanimous consent
bills
Foul' passenger train from the
oiBiS
Governor
wore
declare
she
all
Wilson
the
made
when
porters.
jewels
calendar were considered.
otlv'Pst' d,le her at 10:43 last night, is
she returned to her room after the brief address to the Association
Washington's farewell aduntil this afternoon, 1G
ball. According to her friends,
she Kansas Grain Dealers in session here. I1'"1
dress read jy Representative
"Trade" he said, "is one tiling in hours late.
expressed uneasiness
regarding the
Clarke of Florida.
gems during the evening, and hesilat- - this country that is not stand pat. Its
Pennsylvania Swept By Gale.
President's message rtad.
ed to enter a crowded elevator to go currents cannot be controlled.
Pittsburg. Pa., Feb. 22. Damage esThey
to her apartments at three o'clock in have put a straight jacket tariff on timated at half a million dollars was
the morning after leaving the ball) it. but it will burst forth sooner or done by the r,o miles an hour gale
Term.
Applause for
which swept over western Pennsylvaroom.
iater.
Washington, D. C, Feb. 22. George
Miss de Sabla and the maid assist-"The world, like trade, moves on nia last night and today. Hundreds
Washington's declaration
against a ed Mrs. de Sabla in removing the jew- with little regard for the men who of derricks have been blown down in
third term was loudly applauded in els and withdrew when she was ready
the oil fields. At Washington, Pa.,
pretend their standing still keeps the the roof was torn from
tiie House today when the first Pres- to retire.
the main buildworld standing still too. My idea of
ident's farewell address was read.
"When I entered the rooms," said a
ing of Washington and Jefferson cola
man
is
who
Progressive
keeps up
Vice President Shermans designa- de Sahla. "the door was unlocked. with
the world. A stand patter on the, lege.
tion of Senator Kern to read the ad- Mrs. de Sabla was awake when I en
Gale Drives Steamers Ashore.
other hand is one who stands still
dress in the Senate was an unusual tered and asked me how I had gained' with
Norfolk, Va., Feb. 22 Five steamshut
and
stuffed
ears
with
eyes
compliment, the inspiration of which entrance to the rooms, as she had not cotton and refuses to concede that ers have been driven ashore in ihe
outer harbor here by the worst storm
was the fact that Mr. Sherman and expected me and had locked the door, the world is
moving on."
that has swept the Virginia coast in
Mr. Kern were rival candidates for When I told her I had found the door
toGovernor
Wilson
for
hours
liree
unlocked, she said she had taken care
many years. The blow, which began
vice president in 190S.
to lock the door at the time our day was the guest of the Wilson for j.last night, continued unabated today.
Chemical Tariff in Senate.
Club
"Kansas
of
City, lie No loss of life has been
daughter and the maid left the rooms. President
reported. The
Washington. D. C, Feb. 22 The Mrs. de Sabla rushed to the chiffonier arrived here at 7:80, was met at the vessels were
the Old Dominion Liner
House chemical tariff revision bill was and discovered the less of
of
a
memstation
club
by
delegation
the jewels.
which plies between here
referred today without discussion to I notified the hotel management and bers and escorted to the Hotel Balti- Madison,
and New York; the Norwegian steamthe finance committee.
more
for
breakfast
and
a conference. er Hermes from Baltimore; the Britthe police and detectives have been
At 11:15 he deported for Topeka.
Levy Wants Four, battleships.
at work ever since." ,
ish steamer Strathallan, loading for
,
22!
A resWashington, b.C, Feb.
Wilson si Topeka.
San Frarieiseo; Ihe Danish steamer
olution for four battleships in this SAN ANTONIO WELCOMES
Topeka, Kans., Feb. 22. This is Nord St. Jernecn from Boston, and
year's naval appropriation bill was inDemocrats the British steamer Klswick Manor.
MANAGER CONNIE MACK. field day for the Kansas
troduced in the House today by Repwho have gathered to celebrate Wash-- I from Philadelphia.
The Madison is
resentative Jefferson Levy Democrat, (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) ington's birthday and hear Governor partly sunk off Bush Bluff buoy. The
New York. The resolution asks for San Antonio,
iexas, Feb. 22 San An- Woodrow Wilson and state orators Hermes was driven high aground and
ar initial appropriation of $2,000,0U0 tonio welcomed Manager
Connie who will speak at the Democratic ban- - !lies within 100 yards off shore.
to begin work.
Mack of the Philadelphia Americans Quet tonight.
Wind Dreaks New York Records.
of his recruits to
and twenty-siNew York, Feb. 22. The gale from
Every section of the state is repreDULL DAY
AT CAPi fOL
Texas today. After the arrival of the sented, and the indications are that the southwest swept the east last
WHILE GOVERNOR IS GONE. Philadelphia team, a hundred of San there will be at least l.uno people at night and today blew in New York
and vicinity at a minimum velocity
Antonio fans gathered in a hotel the banquet.
of
Clark Has Oklahoma Convention.
miles an hour. This breaks all
Merchants
and his men were and
Life Association
s where Mack
Oklahoma City, Okla., Feb. 22.
weather bureau
made "hooray Texas" in a scheduled
records here, the
Application for Ad misWhen the Oklahoma Democrat ic con - highest previous wind velocity having
sion to Do Business.
program of welcoming addresses.
vention met here today the contin - leen S:i miles in April, 1908. (Santa
gent supporting Champ Clark for pres - Fe's maximum record is 55 miles an
Governor W. C. .McDonald is still
idential endorsement seemed to have hour.)
at his ranch at Carrizozo and will not
Frank S. Coffyn's hydro aeroplane
a technical advantage over Woodrow
return to the Capital until tomorrow.
A Clark supporter was wrecked on a raft in the North
Wilson workers.
Battery Inspected.
had been selected temporary
chair - River and the tug boat Margaret D,
Battry A of the National Guard at
man and of the instructed delegates, was sunk in the East River.
Roswell was inspected by Lieutenant
Scores of brick chimneys were
d
the Clark men were in majority.
Barrows of the U. S. Army on Monday
over.
While uninstructed delegates held
evening. The rest of the week is be- Wireless reports received
the balance of power, thcre was no instated
hck!l,s ,u
MidteeVOte,d
Increase on Necessities of Life dication of the way their vote would that targes were adrift between
k
Barrows and Til,mtmt;
expect
A proposition to send a split
Point
and
Block
Island.
swing.
t return to Kansas City on Saturday.
in One Year Twenty-Fivdelegation to Baltimore is pending.
County Teachers Meet Tomorrow
Per Cent
Rumors of increasing strength in AMERICAN TOURIST ARRESTED
Afternoon.
the Harmon contingent spread just
FOR SPY IN GERMANY.
V.
County Superintendent John
before the convention was called to
Conway reports that every school dis- order.
Was Inspecting Julius Thurm at Span-da- u
trict of Santa Fe county will be rep- FIBERS GET MAIN BENEFIT j
When an Over Officious
resented at the meeting of the public
REFORMERS IN CHINA
Sentry Nabbed Him.
school teachers of the county at 1:30
AT LOGGERHEADS.
o'clock tomorrow afternoon in the au- Potatoes and a Lot of Other
.By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
ditorium of the high school. A proVegetables Have Doubled in
Original Insurrecto Stirring Up Na
Berlin, Feb. 22. The espionage
gram has been prepared and those inTwelve Months
tive Tribes Against Modern
craze which is so prevalent throughterested in education are invited to
Progressives.
out Germany, resulted today in the arattend.
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
rest of an American tourist together
Withdraw Application.
to
Leased
Wire
New
Mexican)
vith his German companion by a sen-ti- y
New York, Feb. 22. Small quanti- (By Special
The Merchants Life Association of
Iyondon, Feb. 22. Kan Yu Wei, who
on guard at the fortresiTbf Span-daIowa, which applied for admission in- ties of such foodstuffs as are common- was the leader of reform movement
a few miles from Berlin.
to New Mexico on February 7, have ly regarded as essentials of the table in China in 1908, and
head of The men protested, declaring they
grand
numA
withdrawn their application.
have increased in cost to the consum- the reform association is proceeding were merely interested in the famous
ber of matters in their financial stateto the south of Manchuria to organize
ment did not meet the approval of the er in New York approximately 25 the Hakkas tribe to check the advance Julius tower, where the imperial war
containing $30,000,000 in gold
insurance department, and were also per cent during the past 12 months. of the Cantonese republicans, accord- chest
coin is kept so that it may fe ready
advised that their policies could not This percentage is the result of com- ing to a news agency
dispatch receiv- for immediate use in case of a sudden
be isfued in their present form in putations made by the New York As- ed today from Tien Tsin.
mobilization of the German army.
conNew Mexico, that the provisions
Want to Restore Monarchy.
sociation for Improving the Condition
The men were kept in the guard
tained therein were not in accordance
Yu
declared
Kang
Wei, who has
room for several hours during which
with our laws. J. D. Adams one of of the Poor, after an exhaustive inwere put through a severe examagainst the republican regime under
their representatives appeared before quiry to determine what effect the in- Yuan Shi Kai, hopes by rousing the they
ination by the officials. They were
the insurance department in behalf of creasing cost of living is having upon Hakkas tribe to assist in the restora- then
released and returned to Berlin.
the association's application.
the poor. Numerous tables of prices tion of a constitutional monarchy. He
White Goes to Clovis.
Manchurian
the
of
has
the support
STRIKING PARIS CHAUFFEURS
Alvan N. White, state superintend- in January, 1911, and January, 1912, Viceroy General Chao Erh Hsun.
USE DYNAMITE BOMBS.
ent of public instruction left the Capi- show striking contrasts and the assoAn agftation with a similar purpose
tal today for Clovis where he will ad- ciation declares that "last month will also is being fomented in other parts
Must Have Learned Lesson from
dress the Pecos Valley Teachers' As- be historical as a
period of inflated of Manchuria by Princes Kung and Yu
and McManigals of
sociation tomorrow night. On FebruLang.
prices."
United States.
ary 25, Air. White will go to St. Louis
Resumed.
Fighting
ot
in
The advance
the cost
vegeto attend the superintendents' departWei Hai Wei, China, Feb. 22. Fightment of the National Educational As- tables has been most marked, potatoes ing has been resumed in the territory (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
sociation which holds its sessions and a large number of other vege- of Wei Hai Wei between the republiParis, Feb. 22. Several dynamite
naving auout aouoiea in prices, can and natives who do not believe bombs were exploded by striking
Before returning
February
his duties here, the New Mexico head Only apples and summer fruits have the reports of the abdication. A force
chauffeurs today in the garages
cf the department of education will shown any downward tendency.
of republicans with two Maxim guns of the Taxi Motor Cab Companies
visit the state superintendents of pubis now marching through the disturb- which have not accepted the terni3
lic instruction of Kansas and Okla- FAST TRACK, CLEAn WEATHER
ed area suppressing the opposition of the strikers.
homa to study the methods of adminON JUAREZ RACE TRACK. of the inhabitants. The natives are
Many cars were burned and otheristration of the public schools. Mr.
very poorly armed and will not be wise damaged. One of the bombs
White will return to Santa Fe March 5. (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) able to offer prolonged resistance to s picked up by the police and was
Juarez, Mex., Feb. 22. Weather the well equipped republican troops. being carried to the municipal laborDeath
clear, track fast. First race, four furatory when it exploded, severely inDecayed Tooth Causes
ile Attorney
C. D. juring two officials.
Henry McKinley, a young man who longs. Velis Forty, 112, (Keogh) 8
Big Land
was a distant relative of President to 5, first. Tildy Wolffrath,
104, Cleaveland,
Neither the companies
at Albuquerque,
nor tha
McKinley, died at Colorado Springs. (Murray) 4 to 1 second. Josie Lee, closed a uig land deal with Represen- strikers show signs of giving way.
A decayed tooth
had affected the, 99, (Carter) 8 to 1 third. Time 43
tative Coggsdell of the Modern Wood- The conflict has lasted since Novemglands of his throat and medical aid Santa Call, cicle Beulah Mc, Casano men, involving a large tract of land ber 28, and 6,500 of the taxicabs in
was vain.
va, John Hurie and Debutante ran. in Socorro county.
Paris have been idle since then.
v
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the Marion Lumber Company, confessing he took the money to buy off a
woman who had followed him from
A clear white liquid for cleansing, Kansas City to compel him to marry t'se a mild soothing wash that instantly
stops the itch.
purifying and healing skin and scalp her and to buy an automobile.
We have sold many other remedies for
ciseases.
skin trouble hut none that we could peror
Drunks
at Las Vegas.
Many
Stops itching
burning instantly;
sonally guarantee as we do the D. D, D.
The Las Vegas Optic states that the Prescription. If I had Eczema I'd use
cures eczema permanent.
D. D. D. Prescription
is greatly increasing
A few days after using the Liquid dry weather
drunkenness in the Meadow City and Capital Pharmacy, Santa Fe, N. M.
the disease begins to disappear.
Price $1. Sold in Santa Fe by Fisch cites the following as having received
iten to twenty days yesterday for fall
er Drug Co. and Zook's Pharmacy.
Rubel 1002 Sixty-thiring from the water wagon:
street, Oakland, CaMartinez. Emilio Ribera, Francisco lifornia. A devout member of the
Baca and Juan Alvarado.
church, Mrs. Milbrath is praying that
AROUMD THE STATE
her daughter may not suffer by bein
Bad.
Man
Young
involved in further criminal
Ernest Mathews was arraigned in coming
as
of "Dr. Millton Abraham,"
actions
BIRTHDAY
WASHINGTON'S
ON
Justice Massie's court in Carrizozo on he
man
the
and
that
masqueraded,
a charge of assault with intent to
(Minua Irving in Leslie's.)
be taken by the police and reHere's a health to the man who was maim and do bodily harm. Judge will
to San Quentin, from which
Massie bound Mathews over to the turned
born Ion? ago
released in September, 1911,
he
was
surroundbond
of
old
action
the grand jury, under
In a !one!y
farmhouse,
on
parole.
w
of $400 hich was given. Ernest Mat
ed by snow;
Who borrowed a quill from the eagle's thews is son of J. B. Matthews, a forSaloon Brawl Ends in Cutting Scrape.
mer postmaster in Roswell.
broad wing
In a drunken brawl in the saloon
Eternal defiance to write to a king.
o: Adolfo Salas at Albuquerque, Igna-ciFelix Dismissed.
hatchet
Charges
little
Against
from
his
Who
toy
forged
Southern Corner Plaza, Santa Fe. Telephone No. 40.
Candelaria painfully wounded
The charges of forgery and uttertng
of fame
WITH
ALL CASH PURCHASES. WE GIVE REGISTER TICKETS A sword for the
false
Felix
Barelas with a knife.
checks
Martinez,
of
against
Liberty's
carving
Jr., were dismissed at Trinidad, Coloname,
Dr. Roberts Makes Address.
And cradled the infantile land of the rado when the case came up in the
district court. The father of the
"Let each occasion be a great ocfree
In the wood of the cherry immortal young man, it is understood, made casion;" was the text of a most ingood on all the checks and paid the teresting and helpful address deliverold tree:
court costs.
ed before the high school at AlbuPresident
by
querque yesterday
Here's health to the patriot, soldier,
Frank H. H. Roberts of the New MexDamages for Alienation.
and sage,
Attorney Theodore E. Macken of ico Normal University at Las Vegas.
Who stands at the top of the national
Baltimore, who s ied Mrs. Macken at Mr. Roberts preached a good practical
page;
Denver for divorce, has filed suit for little sermon on Opportunity which
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
Through the red cloud of War and
H. vas listened to with close attention.
$15,000 damages against Arthur
the white mist of Peace
President Roberts was on his way to
Mrs.
Wilson
of
for
&
Denver
in
field seeds
bulk and packages His virtues endure, and his laurels
alienating
UFaLFA SEED. All kinds of flowers, garden
Macken's affections. The woman is Clovis and the Pecos valley whence
increase;
he will go to St. Louis to attend the
But while we are toasting in water 30, her husband is 60, and he asks
The only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe
meeting of the departments of superfor
$13,000
damages.
or wine
intendents and Normal School presiThe hero whose deeds through the
dents of the National Education AssoFive Arrested for Burglary.
will
shine,
ages
ciation. Other New Mexicans who
Min
Julif
Primitivo
not
On Washington's birthday forget
Barela,
Barela,
will join him there are Superintendand
guel I.arela, three brothers,
another
Phone Black
Phone Black
John Milne of the Albuquerque
ent
Torres and Jose Ma. Salazar city schools, State Superintendent of
Who shares in hia glory, so here's to
were arrested at Albuquerque on the Public Instruction Alvan N. White,
his mother.
charge of plundering Santa Fe box and Superintendent M. H. Brasher of
cars. Thy are also suspected of hav- the Roswell public schools.
Thirty Days for Rough House.
Roman Muniz was given thirty days ing committed several recent burglaat San Jose, Bernalillo county, on the ries in the Duke City.
Distinguished Visitors at
charge of assault.
Young Woman Attempts Suicide.
In a private car attached to the
Jane Ienoir, daughter of wealthy train from
Pool Rooms Enjoined.
a i i
a
El Paso which brought
i
Three injunctions were issued at parents at Fort Worth, who had been Colonel William J. Bvyan to AlbuEl Paso against pool rooms to prohi- bitting the high places in Denver's querque yesterday mormng were
Red Light district, drank an ounce of
Latham and Messrs.
bit gambling on their premises.
carbolic acid to end it all. Prompt JCittridze. Frazer and Dunlap. all of
work of physicians saved her life. She
These
Rhode Island.
Died of Whooping Cough.
Providence,
Corona Gump, daughter of Mr. and is 20 years, very beautiful and could gentlemen were returning east from
Mrs. A. L. Gump, died at Las Vegas have a refined, luxurious home if she Hermosillo, Mexico, where they have
46
would only be good.
ot whooping cough.
concluded the purchase of a five
thousand acre orange grove. They
Fifty Dollars for Slugging Man.
Snow in Eddy County.
report things in a somewhat unsettled
"Chicago Jack" Daley, a former condition in Mexico generally but thNear Union Depot
333 HICKOX STREET,
Snow fell in Chaves and Eddy counties on Monday night and Tuesday, prizefighter, on the witness stand at fact that they are going ahead with
PHONE, RED 100.
that William J. the development of a proposition of
Chicago, testified
preceded by a terrific sand storm.
Boener, former organizer for the Chi- this kind indicates that
things are
cago Typographical Union, paid him not as bad as has been cnade to ap
Storm at Roswell.
With a wind blowing from the north $50 to slug Rush V. Denon ton whose pear. These gentlemen ate breakeast at sixty miles an hour all the murder Boener is on trial. Boener fast with Mr. Bryan at the Alvarado,
n
printer, working in a others being State Senator Isaac
sireet lights at Roswell went out, con- was a
Boener was attempting Barth of
storm
which
The
plant
the
night.
tinuing through
Albuquerque, Dr. W. H. H.
to close.
was followed by snow.
Roberts of Las Vegas, and Mr. Daniels of New York City, president of
Took Bartender's Gun.
Banker Commits Suicide.
a big subway building concern in the
Two masked men held up Eloiso
his wife,
E. S.
Mr. Daniels,
Winstanskey, a prominent
metropolis.
banker of Missoula, Montana, shot Portillo a bartender at the Cinco de who has been a patient at St. Joseph's
saloon
Paso
El
took
his
at
and
in the head, death ensuing Mayo
hospital and her sister leave tomorpistol. He had just left the saloon, row for California.
instantly.
after having closed up, and- was on
his way home when the men accosted
LED GRAND MARCH
Big Check for Telephone Taxes.
and knocked him to the street. They
I
SEVENTY-FIV.
YEARS AGO.
The Mountain States Telephone and tcok his
in
in K'eed of
so
but
he
shouted
revolver,
Telegraph Company paid Treasurer lustily that they were scared and ran
of Denver, $30,736, taxes before
Cleveland Grays Will Observe AnniGreenlee
they could get any money from
for the first half of 1912.
versary With Washington's
him.
Birthday Ball.
High School Forces a Vacation.
Execution Voids Insurance Policies.
Leased Wire to New Mexican)
The boys of the high school at Fort
Death by the hand of the law voids (By Special
Cleveland, Ohio, Feb. 22. Seventy-fivCollins, Colorado, forced a day off by all life insurance policies of the criAvenue
Ion Caspar
years ago tonight, the Cleveland
soaking the blotters on the teacher's minal. The Supreme Court of the
and pupils desks with ammonia.
United States so held in the fight of Grays gave their first Washington's
the children of James S. McCue, ma- Birthday Baa. One of the belles of
the event was fifteen years old, LaurSuit for Divorce.
yor of Charlotteville, Va., who was
In the district court at Albuquerque executed for
of his T.lfe etta Welch. Tonight the Grays of
murder
the
L Acario Moya, filed a suit asking a
in 1905. A policy for $15,000 was car- this generation will swing fair partde ried
ners at their ball commemorative of
divorce from Julia Hernandez
by McCue in the Northwestern
Moya asks the decree on grounds of Mutual Life Insurance company of the birth of Washington and the
abandonment.
grand march will be led by the same
Wisconsin.
years ago
lady who seventy-fivtripped so daintily in the Gray's Ar,.j
Against Live Pigeon Shoot.
Will Improve Scenic Highway.
The Roswell Humane Society is
The eight steel drags recently or- mory escorted by the commander of
TO
against the "live pigeon" shoot to be dered by Colfax county for county road the organization.
held there today by the Roswell Gun work have been received and will be
Club, and passed a resolution to that placed in commission very soon. CounThere is more Catarrh in this seceffect.
ty Commissioner Woodhouse, who has tion of the
country than all other disflVf MflflPV and ,nconvenience by Purchasing: Wells
been busy with several workmen for eases
JaTW
and until the last
put
together,
Domestic
Travelers'
Money Orders,
Fargo
the past ten days repairing the scenic
Attempted Suicide.
Otto Caden, aged 45 years, attempt- highway over Raton Pass, will place a few years was supposed to be incurChecks and Foreign Money Orders
ed suicide at Roswell by inhaling team at work with one of the drags on able. For a great many years doctors
pronounced it a local disease and prechloroform but a ruthless policeman the highway this week.
and all Foreign
scribed local remedies, and by conPayable
awakened him from his dreams and
U. S., Canada, Mexico
Countries
Throughout
stantly tailing to "ure with local
took him to the county jail.
El Paso's Alligator Froze to Death
It incurable.
The body of Don Porfirio, the alliga- treatment, pronounced
Science
has
to be a
catarrh
proven
REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH
Convict.
Caught Escaped
tor who for 28 years had made his
therefore
Amador
Ulibarri nome in the pool in San Jacinto constitutional disease an
Deputy Sheriff
treatment
captured Pedro Montoya, an escaped plaza at El Paso, was cremated at the requires constitutional
cenvict from the penitentiary at La city disposal plant. Don Porfirio was Hall's Catarrh Cure, manufactured by
Reunion, San Miguel county. Monto- about 30 or 32 years of age and had F . J. Cheney & Co., Toledo, Ohio, Is
ya has been taken back to the peniten- stood the hardships of winter well un- the only constitutional cure on the
market. It is taken internally
In
tiary.
til this year, when there was excessive cold, and park commissioner, R. doses from 10 drops to a teaspoonful.
acts directly oe the blood and muBoth Wives Love Him.
A. Harris belives that he may have It
cous surfaces of the system. They ofMrs. George Hill located her husthis
contracted
pneumonia.
During
one hundred dollars for any case
band at Salt Lake where he is In the winter
he was wont to stick to the fer
county jail for failing to provide for pool and allow the ice to freez about it fails to cure. Send for circulars
and testimonials.
Successor to
his other wife and children. Both his nose.
Address: F. J. CHENEY & CO., Towives declare they love Hill dearly.
ledo, Ohio.
Rosa.
Married
Santa
at
I have
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
purchased the Morgan Livery Co., stock and
Gypsies Returned the Money.
On Monday of this week Miss
were
A band of thieving gypsies
Takes Hall's Famijy Pills for conequipment and the place will be known hereafter as
Clerk
of
County
Sena,
daughter
THE STAR BARN. My endeavor will be to give the
c?.mped in Santa Rosa last week. Por- Geo.
stipation.
Sena, and Mr. Frank Crespin,
firio Castillo was robbed of $20 by
best service to the public and will keep the business
were
of
this
clerk
county,
one of the women, but by having her
line
open at all times day and night, with first-claat rested he secured the return of his joined in marriege. The ceremony NEW STATE BAGGAGE AND
of liveiy rigs, hacks and baggage wagons.
occurred in the Catholic Church of
money by agreeing not to prosecute.
I Will appreciate your patronage and influence.
this parish and was largely attended
Sun.
Rosa
Santa
EXPRESS LINE.
Yours for Business
J. R. CREATH.
by the relatives and friends of the
Phone Main 139.
130 San Francisco St.
Santa Fe. N. M.
Mr. and Mrs.
contracting couple.
Dies on Train Near Deming.
50166
F. J. Rooney, of Philadelphia, died Crespin will reside in Vaughn, where
merMr.
in
is
Demthe
Le
ave Orders at Oxford Club Saloon
Crespin
engaged
on the Sunset limited train near
ing. The body was taken off at Dem- cantile business. Santa Rosa Sun.
ing and is being embalmed for ship
ment home. He was accoiripanied by
Easily Beguiled Women.
his wife and was en route home from
Hopelessly in debt and prostrated
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT
by the shock of learning that the man
Riverside, Cal.
For Best Laundry Work
who won and wed her pretty daughLa Salle Restaurant
Twelve Faced the Judge.
ter and took from her all the money
BASKET LEAVES MONDAY AND TUESDAY
An. even dozen prisoners, mostly she had saved and could borrow is
CHAS. QANN, Prop.J
RETURNS THURSDAY AND FRIDAY
drunks, from, all walks of life, faced the notorious "Sir Harry West wood
Telephone II.
the police judge at Albuquerque yes- Cooper," who already has six wives,
in
medicine
and
took
the
their
Two
Below F. Andrews Store.
Mrs.
Herman
Milbrath
Doors
is
the
under
terday
Agency at O. K. Barber Shop shape of heavy fines which do so care of Dr. Manley Enos at her home, Regular Meals 25 cents.
Mrs. P. O Brown, Agent.
Rooms for Rent 25c and 50c.
SATISFACTION
much toward swelling the annual income
of the Duke City.
Short Orders at All Hours.
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY.
Phone, Red No. 2
GUARANTEED Phone Red No. 23.
and Bras,
Take LAXATIVE BROMO Quinine
BOARD BY THE WEEK $5.00
Tablets.
Primrose Path Leads to Jail.
Druggists refund money it
PAUL
LACASSACiNE'
a New Mexican want ad. I
Guy H. Ward, a young man, plead- - it fails to cure. E. W. GROVE'S sig- French Noodle Order 20c a diss.
305 San Francisco Street.
mw Trk Chop Suey Wo.
l.insi teaults.
ied guilty to embezzling $9,216 from nature Is on each box. 25c.

The Little Store

STENZEL ECZEMA

For Eczema

LIQUIO

mm

Again Reminds You of the Superior
Quality and Large Variety of

" Soltaire " floods.

INTER

the

Always the Leader

vow.

d

j

0

HINCLS

CIAS-P.-

C

5

Q

I'D

G

Pla-cid-

AND

WHOLESALE

RETAIL

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.

j

Phone 14.

non i consider tne cost,
it you
have work for a Gasoline Engine
see us about it. The price will
be surprisingly low. If you nave
a secondhand gasoline engine you
don't need, let us know.

GORMLEY'S

Delivered to your house.

:

:

Patronize home industry.

Leave orders

at

KAUNE & CO.'S STORE, PHONE 26.

THE SANTA FE MINERAL

WATER CO.

c2ffiB-

FRANK M. JONES,

LIFE, ACCIDENT, HEALTH, FIRE INSURANCE,
AND FIDELITY BONDS.
Writes all the Modern
Policies at Lowest Rates.

E

REAL ESTATE

RATES RIGHT.

For Sale, Improved and Unimproved City Property and Or
chards. Ranches With and Without Improvements.
For Full Information Call,

e

Or, Phone No. Red 76

WHOLESALE
AND RETAIL

Wells Fargo & Co. Express

RATON
YANKEE

Screened

e

General Express Forwarders

SANTA FE.

Celebrated Maiden Buttee Mineral Water,
All Kinds of Soda,
Special High Ball Ginger Ale

up 'Phone 9

CHAS. CLOSSON

MERCHANDISE STORE,

WHEN YOU CAN GET THE

:

,

non-unio-

the
When
Anything
Furnished
Line.
Drivers
Livery

GENERAL

Why Import Mineral Water ?

Fine Rigs, Reliable Horses, Single
Buggies, Surries, Saddle Horses

OaSi

Pnone 14

This Littte Gasoline Engine Will Pump 1000 Gallons
of Water Against 100 ft. Head

R. J. CRiCHTON
a
flnr
imnrn
LUIVIDLnObUUML
TnnU
DAWSON COAL

LIVERY STABLE

It

If Its Hardware We Have

Better Farming in New Mexico.

45

The Quality Coal."

Hardware Co.

Wood-Davi- s

M;i-nu-

LEO HERSCH

45

VYOU GET "DOWN WEIGHT,'' . UP QUALITY AND A FAIR PRICE
WHEN YOU BUY HARDWARE FROM US.
WE HAVE EVERYTHING YOU WANT IN HARDWARE FROM
A CARPET TACK UP.
MICE AND RATS DON'T LIKE OUR TRAPS, BUT YOU WILL
LIKE OUR BUSINESS METHODS. OUR TRAPS HOLD MICE AND
RATS AND OUR SQUARE DEAL METHODS WILL HOLD YOUR
BUSINESS.

Wood

Anthracite Coal all Sizes,

Smithing Coal.

Sawed Wood and Kindling,

Jf22U7KEi!
85

All Parts of The World

Lump

CERRILLOS

Steam Coal.

CAPITAL COAL YARD.

Telephone

Telephone 85

illUllCj

JV ARE AGE2WS FOfK

Hargourt &. Co.
INCOBP ORATtD

LOUISVILLE. KY.
WE LEADING STATIONERS AD.
MANUFACTURING ENGRAVERS

ORDERS FOR

j j

Procnvii

KNRRAVFT TARTYS INVITATinvt
STATIONERY ETC." 'May bV left wiiKuT wit
. Vwork when mmn ptsH will
... mark Ih. j
curfew
of the most discriminating taste.

J. D. BARNES, Agent.

....

.,.

o.,n,n
SSTuS'fiStK
-

TV.

ono meei

svera

NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY,
"THE QUALITY SHOP,"
.
. New Mexico.
Santa Fe,

THE STAR BARN

MORGAN LIVERY CO.

a

!

ss

'

l

HACK SERVICE.

FIRST-CLAS- S

For Hire at Popular Prices Buggies and Saddle Horses.

CORRICK'S HACK

I INF

:::

THEODORE COR RICK. Prnn
1
i

r.

Phone Black 132.

Phone Black

"'lraperial

laundry

SIGN
PAINTING
21
P.

-

17

KERR'S SHOP, HEADQUARTERS

HUBB'S LAUNDRY.

FOR

WOODY'S HACK LINE
Prom

Phone us, we will tw glad to call (or
BARRANCA TO TAOS
your laundry on Mondays and TuesSouth
day! and deliver on Thursdays and Meets Both North
Fridays.
Bounds
Trains.
All work is guaranteed; your socks
Leaves Barranca on the arrival ot
are mended and buttons sewed en
the north bound train and arrives at
your shirts without extra charge.
PHONE RED 122 PHONE RED 122 Taos at 7 p. m.
Ten miles shorter than any ether
R. H. STOLLE, Agent.
way. Good coveredr hacks and goooV
teams. Fare $5.00 round trip. Team
furnished commercial men to take e
"Want
New
Mexican
It
a
Ad.
surrounding towns, Wire i'.nbuo
Try
Station.
brass result.
In-th-

IT WAS
T SUCCESS

A

We proved to the people
of Santa Fe that we
do what

we

e:i, of Harvard University; and Mr.
Harry A. Wheeler, president of the
TACT
Association of Commerce of the city
of Chicago, whose character, ability.
;.:d experience command for ;fccir
findings and recommendations the
and confidence of tn CVmgiess
and the coun'rv.
Otherwise He Agrees With The report discloses a miit oxhaus-- t
ve and critical inquiry in:o the subRecommendations of the
mail matter aft
ject of second-clas- s
Postmaster-Genera- l
er adequate notice to all the parties
in interest. Extensive hearings were
held by the Commission, at which the
HIS MESSAGE TO CONGRESS Postmaster General and the Second

1.

OPPOSES

PUBLIGJELEBRAFH

Report Transmitted of
mission on Second-ClasRates.

Com

s

s
'
mail are as follows:
The rate of 2 cents a pound on
copies mailed by publishers to sub- scribers, to news ?gcnts. and as s m
lle coyit s, and by ntws agents to
their subscribers or to oilier ce.vs ;
second-clas-

AN

j

;
!

ISA

GREAT

TALKER

(agents.
Th" rate of

2.

rem

e:ch

r

,7.

-

vilege retained, but not

Makes your hair grow long, heavy and
luxuriant and we can prove it

1

T publishers and news agents; that
than
is, the present transient rate.
3. The present
pn- ;c;:;l

iHis eloquence is irresistiDie
and His Logic Seems
Get a
Faultless

INTRODUCES BIG
HE IS
MEASURES BEFORE RETIRING.

CAMERON

Third Assistant Postmasters
General appeared and submitted formal statements presenting the various contentions of the Post Office Department, together with all the relevant official data and evidence relating to the cost of handling and transmail matter. Cerporting second-clas- s
tain of the leading magazines were
represented by counsel, while various other publications
by
appeared
representatives and were heard in
oral argument or permitted to submit
written briefs setting forth their rea
spective reasons for
opposing
change in the present postage rate on
and

promise.
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Arizona Canvassing Board to Be Paid
for Clerical and Other Expenses

MAO

OF

THE

TIES

Hair Becomes Soft, Fluffy, Lustrous and Abundant After a
Are

Claims That Republicans
Adopting His Theories of a
Decade Ago.

Incurred.

If

Cent Bottle Now and
Forever Stop Falling Hair, Itching
Scalp and Dandruff
25

Danderine Hair Cleanse

fe

P.mderine is to the h:i!r what fresh showers

rain and sunshine are to vtr.ation. It
Washington, D. C, IVb. 22. The
to tiie roots, invgrair ami
bill authorizing ihe Secretary
;oes
Curry
MESSAGE.
in his speech yesterday at the CapiIts cxhilanttinr,
;
ot the Interior, the Secretary of the
.strengthens them.
To the Senate and House of Repreand liteproperties t.u.ve
tol, William Jennings Bryan proved
;
and
the
Ceneral
jTieasury,
Attorney
sentatives :
to Krovv aimiUu.ntly IohlTs strong
to deliver to the governor of the State himself again the peerless rhetorician.
beautiful. It at owe imparts a sp.uk.lin.;
In transmitting the annual report of
of Xew .Mexico for the use of ttie Stale, A master of the art of argumentation
brilliancy and velvety softness to the i.aii,
:
the Postmaster General for the fiscertain furniture and funii.;hings, law hip limn m'cintt: tli. f.tc if
ami a few weeks use will cause new hair to
in
cal year ended June 30, 1911, it gives
discourse
the
and
logical
simple
books and typewriters, has been desprout all over the scalp. Use it everv day
made
his
me pleasure to call attention to the
that
Creek
for a short time, after whi h two or thri-predeceslayed by being referred to the wrong way
times a week, wili be sutiu ient to complete
fact that the revenues for the fiscal
Practically his encommittee, that on Appropriations, sors immortal.
,
rJ
tfi.!m r
on whatever growth you desire.
and will also have to be amended on tire argument yesterday rested
year ended June ;!0, mil, amounted to
second-clas- s
mail. The Second and account of a clerical error which sub- the syllogism that: "Governments deImmediately after applying a little Dan$237,S79,S23.60 and that the expendderine al! tlan.lrutf will disappear, all hehinir
itures
to
amounted
$237,6(10,, Third Assistant Postmasters General, stituted tlie word New Mexico
where rive their just powers from the con of the
and there wiil be no
scalp will
a
of together with minor officers of the the word Arizona should be. lieforc sent of the governed: our government
705.18,
making
surplus
more loose or falling hair.
of
the
d
For the year ended Department, were critically
$210,1118.12.
relinquishing his duties as delegate. Is not wholly by the consent
If you wih to double the beauty of your
June 30, 1909, the postal service was
by the counsel and represen- - Ralph Cameron of Arizona introduced 'governed; therefore it is at fault." hair in ten minutes surely trv this moisten
?
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CALL FOR BIDS FOR BRIDGE.
years
times the cost of handl'ng
"You get a Swastika"
Charles IS. Hughes, Associate Justice one-hain
Turkey,
Russia,
Bids are invited for the construc- free government
Good Luck Charm
of the Supreme Court of the United and carriage; that the returns from tion of a bridge across the Arroyo Persia and China. In Great Britain
with every pairof'Boy
States; President A. Lawrence Low- - third and fourth class matter are Tenorio, Don Gaspar avenue. Plans the house of lords, the greatest heredScout" Shoes you buy. And it's a dandy. Looks something
slightly In excess of their cost r.f and specifications may be Inspected at itary law making body of the nations,
like the picture in the corner of this ad, only it is bright
it stays bright, too. Makes
and shiny, like a goldpiece-a- nd
handling
carriage; and that while the office of the mayor of the city of has been shorn of its power by the
MOTHER CRAY'S second-clas- s and matter
fine prize for winners of ball games, races, etc.
over H5 Santa Fe. Bids will be opened on despised commons and everywhere
embraces
'Boy Scouts" are selling fast. Better call rightxorawaysif
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racy rolling around the world.
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.. Dlaoraera, Break on Jolit
m
of the com- Attest:
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Mayor. ot voting for a direct selection of senDon't accept Sample mailad freb. TddS.
ators by the people. One party can- T. P. TELGADO, Clerk.
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because
business is cull. East !
new
demands
Mexico
ern New
land laws because business is dull
are leaving.
and many dry farmers
From other parts of the southwest
comes the. same plaint of business
men who have been disappointed because statehood did not bring an immediate boom, but they all blame adverse business conditions to a wrong
cause, to conditions that lie on the
and are therefore easily
surface
grasped. The remedy r.iat is suggested is like that of pulling one's self up
by one's bootstraps. New Mexico's
development and growth will not come
like a flash, will not be the result of
one day's shouting but will be the result of careful fostering. The coming
legislature, for, instance, mist adhere
to sane legislative ideas, must counteract the adverse blow giVen ' busi
ness interests when it was- - flashed
over tbe country last November that
New Mexico's ship of state had cut
loose from its conservative moorings
and was headed for waters that mean

too many In me" space Mey have.
The chicks hatched in August and
September will make November frys
or broilers if they have the right food
and care.
The March pullets should begin to
lay. Do not let them become over
fat, as it will put them back in making a start.
Often the seeds of next winter's
sickness are sown by allowing the
young stock to be overcrowded and
overheated at night
Cut a good lot of second growth
clover, chop it up fine, cure it out of
the sunshine and then gather In the
eggs as your reward next winter when
i
;
... ,
you feed ft. ,
... You cannot expect much from turkeys, unless they have, plenty of. room
over which to range.
They cannot
bear close confinement any better
than we can.
Just because a hen is a yearling is
not the sole reason why you should
Ia she a good yearling?
keep her.
That is the question. Let the answer
decide her fate.

MARKET REPORT
Chicago.
Feb. 22. Cattle Receipts, 500. Market strong to 5c
Beeves, $4,808.G0; Texas
higher.
western steers,
steers, $4.G05.75;
$4.90i.00; stockers and feeders,
$3.906.25; cows and heifers, $2.10
6.50; calves, $5.507.75.
Market
24.00J.
Hogs eftceipts,
slow. Light, $o.956.37
mixed,
JG.05fi.40;' heavy, $G.10!ff .45; rough,
$ 6.10
6.20; pigs, $4.40 6.20; bulk of
Chicago,

sales,-

111.,

$6.256.35.

Market
15,000.
Receipts,
10c higher.
Native, 3.30
4 80; western,
$3.754.S5; yearlings,
$4.905.75; lambs, native, $4.406.90;
Sheep

strong to

'

.

western, $4757.00.
Kansas City

Kansas City, Feb. 22. Cattle Re- ceipts 3,000, including 600 southerns.
Market steady to 10c higher. Native
steers $3.408; southern steers $5
6.25; southern cows and heifers $3
instability, agitation, unsettled busi- - E; native cows and heifers $36.80;
ness conditions.
Capitalists who had stockers and feeders $4.50(716.40; bulls
depended on a sane stable constitu- - $45.35; calves $47; western steers
tion to protect .all interests, were $o7.20; western cows $3 5.
Market 5c
Hogs
Receipts 9,000.
checked by the adoption of the Blue
Ballot and ere now waiting to see higher. Bulk of sales $6.106.35;
whether the legislature will legislate heavy $6.306.40; packers and butch
ers ?6.3U3,e.4U; lignts ?o.o!ih.ia; pigs
along the new lines or along the old,
$4.505.50.
conservative, safe lines.
Market
4,000.
Sheep
Receipts
But the businessman who imagines
10c higher.
Muttons
$3.254.75;
Red
back
tbe
the
that bringing
Light,
and
l.imbs $5.256.50: fed wethers
prizefight, the wide open conditions,
to yearlings S45.60; fed ewes $2.75(34.
will bring permanent prosperity
New Mexico, is merely fooling
GETTING MOISTURE TO BEETS

FIRST NATIONAL

BANK

OF SANTA FE
THE OLDEST BANKING INSTITUTION
IN NEW MEXICO.
Loans money on the most favorable terms, on all kinds of
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
stocks in all markets for itsj customers. Buys and sells
..domgs.ticu.and .foreign,. exchange .aiid.make.. telegraphic
; transfers of money to air parts of the civilized wor!d on as
liberal terras , ns- - are given by - any,
agency, public or private. Liberal advances made on consignments of livestock and products, the bank executes
all orders of its patrons in the banking line, and will extend
as is consistto them as liberal treatment in all
ent with sound banking. ;
OFFICERS.
money-transmitti-

ng

REGULATING THE PANAMA CANAL j city, who was for a number of years
i a judge
.
on the supreme bench of the
According to the "authoritative
Zone
Unnecesasry Loss.
formation- - obtained by our Washing- The loss in this country due to the
R. J. PALEN, President.
J. B. READ. Cashier.
actual spoiling of eggs constitutes an
ton correspondent, tbe bill to be re-- WHY WOOL NEEDS PROTECTION.
I
enormous waste, which could in 8
The investigation of the Tariff
F. McKANE, Assistant Cashier.
L. A. HUGHES,
ported by the House committee on inlarge measure be saved were eggs
terstate and foreign commerce for Board into the cost of producing wool
time
the
was made by
given reasonable care from
regulating the use of the Panama in the United States
the conof laying until they reach
councanal, will be based upon absolutely special agents who visaed 173
reasons
main
two
are
sumer.
There
ON
states
and
in
nineteen different
It is stated, to be- ties
sound principles.
OS
(1)
why such care should be given:
wool
1.200
some
from
obtained
data
for
"opwill
it
that
provide
with,
gin
Lack of realization of the importance
Special agants were sent
ening the canal to the vessels of all growers.
of the egg crop and ignorance of the
to
South
England
America,
the
I'nited States,
Australia,
nations, including
correct method of caring for the prodascondito
and tbe continent of Kurope
on exactly the same terms and
uct. , (2) Because v.ith our present
tions in every respect, no favor being certain the cost of wool production
system the individual farmer, and It
shown to American coastwise ships in those countries.
0
the west the individual storekeeper as
in
canal."
the
avOnly
The board reports fliat the
passing through
rewarded foi
not
are
well,
financially
that way can the pledge embodied in erage price paid to sheep labor in the
account
Plant Cannot Depend Entirely on Tap their greater pains nor held
GLORY ENOUGH FOR ALL.
the
treaty be kept United States is $53.50 per month,
able for carelessness, which maj
Get
Root
Must
but
for
Water,
The people of Virginia have such
with absolute good faith. There is which includes the. cost of board. In
amount to actual dishonesty.
Some From Side Roots.
no ambiguity in the language of that Australia the
cost ;Of white a generous measure of good taste in
average
about
somedoubt
is
matters
of
that
and
it
any possible
pledge,
labor is $45 per month. But! the Aus- i majority
An examination of a large number of
Keep the Soil Rich.
it would be dispelled by the most cur- tralian sheep owner has access to times instructive as weil as gratifying
IS YOUR PROPERTY FULLY PROTECTED
Rich soil is always a warm, well
beets
shows that so soon as they get
delisory examination of the record native labor at a greatly less. cost. In t: observe them Tvhen they have
seed
soil.
size
entirely
cannot
ventilated
requires
Every
depend
any
they
1901. The
of the negotiation of
South America the labor cost ranges cate duties to perform.
ou the tap root for moisture, but must a favorable degree of heat before ii
-language is: "The canal shall be free from $30 per month paid to Scotch Just across the Potomac from Wash draw some through the side roots to wili germinate, and the presence oJ
commerce
.to
of
the vessels
iand open'
down to $S peri month paid ington the Republicans of the Eighth-- make any rapid development. A tap air is necessary in order to supply th
laborers
'and war of all nations observing these for native labor. An
"
rooted plant has, of course, an im
oxygen. A seed plantec
average of la- Virginia umuicc neiu a u.Wi.s
rules (the rules for neutrality) on bor cost in South America
MOULTON-ESP- E
would be ULiier uay, m uie uuui se ui uiuu liicj' mense advantage over other plants in in a vacuum with the proper degree ol
terms of entire equality, so that there
board. selected delegates to the Republican being able to draw moisture from the heat and moisture will not germinate
$26.77 per month, including
shall be no discrimination against any I:i
The. delegates
National Convention.
depths of the soil, but its side roots and the same results often occu
England the average wage is $19.75
SANTA FE, N. M.
such nation or its citizens or subjects,
GENERAL AGENTS. ,
were
That was a are not mere ornaments, but highly when seeds are planted in a very wel
instructed
for
Taft.
labor
of
cost
month.
The
sheep
per
of
in respect to conditions or changes
and
as
course.
chivalrous
of
matter
The
So
because
to
or
the
ail
its
long
waterlogged soil,
necessary
growth.
low.
In
traffic or otherwise.'' This is suscep- in Africa is phenomenally
dignified men of the Old Dominion a beet is making new leaves in the is largely exclr jed from a soil in suet
tible of but one meaning, and those the Transvaal an average monthly could not have been expected to be center and these are of good color it conditions, rhe moral is, have youi
who favor evasion or equivocation in wage, including board, of $10 per
inis doing well, but when the moisture soil rich."
$4.S7
per guilty ,of the bad taste of entering its application display a deplorably month isin paid; in Natal, from
to a scramble on behalf of any spec- dries out so that this growth stops it
$2.43
month;
Colony,
Cape
honor.
Its
loose conception of national
the
Egg Fertility.
candidate, or o nave iorgoiuen will usually be found that only
strict observance is essential to show- to $7.30; in Orange Free State, from ; tacuiar
root is in moist ground.
A matter which invariably causes s
to
and
tap
owe
to
themselves
what
they
In
Rhodesia
to
month.
$5 per
AND
a
will
In
be
some
ing "a decent respect for the opin- $2.50
caBes there
only
good deal of trouble every winter is
who conduct themselves propions of mankind" and maintaining herders receive as low as $1.21 per thjse
of moisture a few inchos thick the production of infertile eggs thai
streak
amicable relations with other nations month and board. In Australia, where erly.
Vir- - down six or eight inches," and dry Is, of eggs that contain no germ, and
high, But in the manner in which the
which is vastly more important than the wages are comparatively
Tflt't nnd ground may again' be encountered if as such they are, of course, quite val
ProsiHfmt
inHnrsprl
(ritiignc
man
one
arc
such
that
conditions
for the
securing an unfair advantage
ueless for hatching purposes. This is a
Now Under the Same Managemen
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
,In oth?r
"' "'
can handle about ten times as many rebuked a certain political highway-- thereditefEAmerican snipping.
"be more moisture the deep- - serious matter to those who requiM
j&y
admire.
to
was
much
in the United States man, there
you go and yet the ground on top the eggs for incubation, and if tht The
Providing for a discrimination in sheep as he does
lnaorsemerrfonly GOOD HOTELS in the Capital City of New Mexico. Rooms
I think in such cases cultivatolls or other conditions in favor of and this makes the labor cost per 01 They added to tneir
dry.
complaint continues it means that
commenrresiueni
in
Australia
than
moisany
mroi
should usually bring up the
there wil be very few spring chickens.
en suit with private baths.!' Cuisine and table service unexcelled.
American vessels would be no benefit sheep cheaper
Roosevelt. "We tljre, and it is a big advantage if cap
to American trade coastwise or for country in the world. The average dation ofg-presideRoose-veU"
oommefd former President
THOS. DORAN,
illarity is not interfered with at some
Duck Is Hearty Eater.
eign, but only to the owners of the annual labor ost per sheep is, in the
Large Sample Rooms.
was' the form of the conven- - point below the reach of the cultivawhat gas
is
vessels, and that would be at the ex- United States. 82 cents; in South
It
simply
astonishing
follow-n- f tor shovels.
There is an old feed lot tronomic feats a duck is
of
pense of the government,, whose reve- America, 23 cents, and in Australia ftion's decision, "for practically
ing the precedents set by Washington at Longmont in which we were dig- and when you mix thei- - feed, you car
nues are derived from the people. If
seemed
the trade of the United States with per sheep as, in the Unite'
add good sharp grit, ground bone, anc
States, and Jefferson and courageously stand- ging the other day and there
.. other countries is to be expanded
by 9
cents; in Australi,',,7 cents; in ing against a third term, and we di- a good deal of moisture a little way oyster shells, with profit.
the opening of this waterway between South America, 6 fcfu( and in Africa, rect the attention of those who are down and yet the top was bone dry. BEST ADVERTISING FOR BANKS
arrested.
the oceans, it will be due to the .fact 2 cents. ,
.. ...
.,,
persistently urging his name .to his Capillarity seemed to be
The f'tyf'number' of sheep in the declaration" the declaration being Why did not the moisture rise to the Local
that it will facilitate and cheapen
in
Newspaper Which Reaches All
communication with them and tbe Vnjfcftf States is 52,000,000. The total that which Roosevelt made at the top? The field had been worked
Classes Strongest Medium, Says '
to a depth of six
and
last
beets
year
and
to
he
said
when
of
merchandise
time
his
of
election,
transportation
lilt" litl 11k KJltfili
Ul UdUUllUK
St. Louis Banker.
Furnished rooms in connection. Hot & Cold Baths. Electric Lights
or eight inches was in fair physical
.
from them. It will not depend upor,f thj
h
f h
ou cou
is that he could not be induced to con condition.
it
still
very
Below
that
caving the carrying done in American $47,580,000. In South America it sider another term in the White
G. LL'PE HERRERA, Prop
::
Speaking at Sikeston, Mo., before 222 San Francisco Street
::
plainly showed the effects of kneading
vessels, and anything to hlp. Ameri would be $15,080,000 and in Australia, House.
members of the Missouri Bankers' ashad
cattle
that
of
lots
the
big
by
can shipping must be oSe in some $7,280,000.
Australia, which is our
been on the ground and the clay was sociation, R. L. Gurney, manager of
other way than a Incrimination in chief competitor in wool production,
BEGINS AT HOME.
REFORM
in streaks and layers through which the savings department of the Comits favor in usig-on- e
short passage has an advantage over us in handling
Reform! The way to do things is it was probably impossible for the wa- monwealth Trust company, St. Louis,
in ocean transportation. Even the
the same number of sheep of $40,300,-000- . to do them, says Leslie's today. One ter to rise and equally inconvenient made a strong plea for newspaper adfavoring vessels in what
of the great curses of the country is for it to go directly down. Where the vertising exclusively in the banking
is tfivocally called "coastwise trade"
In the United States 74,128 men are the corruption of municipal govern hay lot had been and no cattle had business. The subject of Mr. Gurney's
MEANS SOMETHING.
the Tsthmus. is delusive, for employed throughout the year. The ments.
knows this. So- - tramped both the soil and the beets talk was "Advertising Lemons," In
Everybody
culy so far as transportation between cost of boarding employees in the called "uplifters," reformers and in- were in much better condition and the which class he placed most of tbe
the Atlantic and Gulf ports and those United States and in Australia is surgents and demagogues generally stand was good. . Had there been other mediums for- which bank adveron the Pacific coast by water would about the same. In South America, have gone up and down the land enough showers to keep the first six tising is sought. He strongly urged,
;
MEANS MORE.
be less costly than by the American it is less than
while in Africa preaching the fact, but failing practi- inches moist the beets would have advertising by contract, as only by
or
and
continued
could
effort
same
and systematic
ports,
railroads between the
the total wages, including the cost
to meet it. They will please ob been all rieht till irrigating time,
water could results be obtained.
Among other
In some way more advantageous, of board, averages $4.91 per month. cally
Lea- likewise probably if the
Government
Good
serve
what
Mr.
said:
the
Gurney
from
things
TV ould there be gain in it for the trade.
risen
MEANS A GREAT DEAL.
have
capillarity
by
In the United States the forage con- gues based upon honest effort and
. "The first step, and it Is of paraV or the government to contribute to
sumed by each sheep in one year directed by earnest men, have done. subsoil, where it was present.
126 Montezuma Ave.
CAPITAL DINING ROOM,
Another factor that enters into this mount importance, is to decide to
king it advantageous to shipowners costs the owner 45 cents; in South In New York
City Tammany struga great deal spend your advertising appropriation
where
is
the public expense, would be to use
that
problem
America, 35 cents per head; in Africa, gles desperately to hold its organiza- of alkali is
JVlcCLain
s power ior aiscriuiinauus ugauiBi
present there must be a buying newspaper space only.1. You
35 cents per head; but in Australia tion
together, in the face of a civic higher percentage of moisture in the will find it a hard matter to adhere
t railroads.
only 8 cents per head. The low cost awakening.
decision, but It will pay
Philadelphia, Cincinnati
plants can make use rigidly to tl.is
Important in a less degree is pre- - in Australia is due to the paternal and San Francisco have installed re- soil before most
well to do so. Your bank is for all
alkali-frefor
only
in
soils,
of
it
than
ibing a maximum and minimum
of machine
system practiced by the
a few plants can make use of a heav- classes of people, and there's no way
limit for tolls, between which the Australian government, in order to form mayors; the power
busipolitics in Baltimore has been vitally ily charged saline mixture and it to present your appeal for new
President would be authorized to ad foster and protect the
sheep indus stricken by exposure of its methods, needs to be thinned by rain or irri- ness to all classes except by mear-- ot
discrimination.
It
without
them
just
the local newspaper.
It not only
The annual cost of feeding 52,' and now in New Orleans, a city which gation water for the use of others.
is proposed to allow a range between try.
all classes, but oes into every
is
reaches
United
States
the
in
000,000
dosheep
vicious
under
been
for
has
with
years
75 or 90 cents and $1.25 a ton,
home; here it is read by each memin South America it would mination, a Good Government League
tT'e expectation that they will be fixed $23,400,000,
Never Feed Whole Grains.
ber of the family. The daily newspabe
in
and
Australia
$4,'
but
$18,200,000
has shaken the very foundation of
Never feed whole grains to chickens
at first at about $1. It will not he adis a controlling factor in the daily
s
boss rule and promises to rehabilitate from a trough. The stronger and the per
visable to be guided by the idea of 160,000.
It may not be forgotten that the $23 that city. The examples of practical bolder will get more than their share life of every man' and woman, and we
meet
shall
which
a
revenue
i.btsuning
ought really to say every boy and
for
charges upon tho capital investment. 400,000 paid by ourto flockmasters of reform set in these six great cities and more than is good for them, while girl for the children are such prolific
farmers
underfed.
the
be
will
ones
will probably make for political rege- the weaker
- '
as well as the cost of operation and feed,goes largely
v'
readers nowadays.
"It's at easy
maintenance, for if the. tolls are put the country for grain and ,hay, and neration in municipalities throughout Scatter all grain over as wide an area
of
of
forms
other
what
"Regardless
too high they will diminish the reve- any reduction in the numbers of our the country, and idle theorists that as possible. If in narrow quarters, go publicity you may employ, yon must
toltgltas
a gas jtt"
nue that might be received by restrict- sheep would entail a restricted mar- noisily proclaim
without to some pains to bury it in straw or oarr- - your advertisement in the newspurposes
inches
several
sew
it
even
for
farm
to
or
ket
litter
products.
ing the traffic; and the primary pur
practical work will find the vocation
papers continually if you would have
The
It does not cost the South American .of demagogy out of fashion.
deep in tbe ground.
pose of the canal will be to facilitate
your appeal for business reach' the
and promote trade between the oceans or Australian wool grower as much to
tcailmus: number of ueonle."
Famous
To Kill Cabbage Worms.
for the indirect benefit and not to ob transport wool to Boston as. it costs
There will be a Santa Fe or Archaerecomwork.
a
or
Mexico
or
from
California
New
A
grower
(the
successful
revenue
public
cabbage
tain
Wyo ological Day at the Mountainair Chaugreat
A clear delimitation of the canal zone ming wool grower to land his wool at tauqua this year, offering an occasion mends this remedy for the destruction
Never smokes or smells v.wth- which
to
er burned at lull bcigi.i or
end definition of the extent
fthe same point.
on which Santa Fe people should of cabbage worms: Dissolve a heapin
low like gas. It is not
concentrated
turned
lye
and the terms under which it shall be
the total expense of maintaining pay a visit to the brave nule town in ing teaspoonful of
Makes Men's Fine
merely an ordinary laniD im
considered "open," and new provision one sheep for one year and gather the Manzanos that for the fifth year warm water, and three or four gallons
It is an entirely new
proved.
of water and apply to the cabbage
for its government adapted to the per ft,ing and transporting the fleece to the is holding an
method of oil hchtine. For sim- assembly such as Sanand
an
sprinkler.
of operation
dIicuv
is
with
convenience
be
to
established
ordinary
conditions
manent
mills and not including interest on ta Fe has thus far feared to under- plants
Vara
it is the closest rival cf pas cr electric- iQasJlMfitk Sm Co
another important feature of the prct investment us, in the United States, take. Slountaimair is but a short dissnlendid
readW lirht and artistic
itv. For
JSB0EHA)IUFACnjBE1
POUtTRY NOTES.
posed legislation.
$2.28; in South America, $1.15, and in tance from the famous ruins of La
general illumination it is the superior of
either. The anglc st which the Acme bums
A novel matter to be dealt with is Australia or Africa, 93 cents.
Cuara, Abo and La Gran Quivera, with
irows the best light from its mrst brilliant
Cull out the undesirable stock and
that of providing for the supply of
It costs on an average 11.3 cents their prehistoric mission churches.
surface
atrectlv downward. The effect ct the
ccal and other materials or appliances more to produce a pound of grease Part of the program of Santa Ke Day sell for roasters.
light is doubled, producing a reading light 'with
will
combined
sunshine
Lice and
which no other system can even compare.
and services at the Isthmus, pertain- wool in the united States than it does is to be rendered in the afternoon at
Yet the Ancle Imp 18 the most economical ct nil
be too much for the little chicks.
ing directly to the canal service. It is in Australia.
Mountain-air- .
liehtinir methods. Costs less to bum than even tlia
La
seven
from
miles
Cuara,
flock
of
the
out
Take the drakes
. ..
ordinarv lamo fully id less.
proposed to have the government atTo produce one pound of scoured
The evening program will be that
But call and see it or write us tor JuU description
you keep for laying purposes.
tend to this in the early stages of op- wool costs in the United States d9 given at the Mountainair Tabernacle
booklet.
Just one way to win with poultry-m- ake
eration, but that plan will be regarded cents, in Australia 8 cents, in South and will consist of illustrated lectures
'
SOLD BY
it a business, not a plaything.
as txperimental, and how far it will America 15 cents and in Africa 5 on New Mexico
esa
T.
master
I
and
their
Archaeology
know
hens
Some
Ve tarried and how long continued will cents.
pecially on the old mission churches good deal better! than he knows them.
234 San Francisco St. Over Kaune's
doubtless depend upon the practical
The annual wool production of Aus- which antedate those of Southern CalDon't kill youf young turkeys by be.
measure
The
results of experience-is 941,000,000 pounds; of South ifornia by many years. The event ing too kind to them by feeding too lur $4 Shoe Equals Any
tralia
3ther $5 Shoe Made
to be reported has not been perfected
of the will be one of such interest that it is heavily.
America, 528,100,000 pounds;
and its details are yet to be made United
time
hatched
harvest
ovnuretnn
about
325,000,000 pounds, and rrtatn that a
fteu,ure Griffith's
DuckStates,
qftdnnd
known. The subject is bound to be of
Africa, 131,000,000 pounds.
will be run from Santa Fe to Moun- will be right on hand with their eggs WE WARRANT THEM
one of keen public interest when it
next spring.
tainair on that day.
comes before the House. There is no
HEAVY MEN'S SHOES fnm
WRONG REMFDIES.
One old hen may offset all that two FINE and
reason to doubt that it will contain the
in the way of
do
can
ones
businessmen
have
peAlbuquerque
young
CALL AND HEAR THEM.
O. C. Watson & Co. say that the
foatures described, as passed by that titioned that the
city government res- argument of John Stuart Mill, the bringing you success.
body. How it will be received and tore
Pick out the - young chickens that
the Red Light District They great English philosopher and econtreated in the Senate is another ques
do not want to keep and get
reasons
are
you
business
this
for
doing
men
the
a
of
few
that
the
that
be
omist,
but
to
is
but
young
hoped
it
tion,
to Rentr
Have you eurninhec-'noom- t
them ready for market.
as
at
Duke
dullness
the
Boys' Shoes from $1.50
Let Him Know It It you are out ot
City
existing
avail
of
advanthemselves
the great
obligations assumed by the govern is blamed on
The growing cockerels should be
must
let
the
employer
A
Want
a
little
you
restrictive
tht
advertising,
policy.
campaign
as
position,
ment toward other nations- will he
tage of life insurance, does certainly
Call and see my line before
separated from the pullets and fed
know it. A want advertisement In the in the New Mexican will keen the inscrupulously observed there as in the From Roswell comes word that many not apply to this country, according well to fit them for market.
New Mexican will reacn every suet come
your
purchase.
making
businessmen aro opposed to Prohibi- to the lists of policy holders which Is
more "popular branch" of Congress.
from your furnished rooms f ronv
A bare floor, kept clean, is 'way
neaa and, professional man lntne etty
business
tion
because
that
claim,
life
they
insurance
published by
companies ahead of a ljttered floor where the
Tbe New Mexican will tomorrow
The classified columns are
tne
1n
iapsinE.
and county and a great many
is dull at Roswell at present and that and that such published lists might
or chaff is full of filth.
Ul-- always looked uj closely and it will
straw
publish an article going into this quesnave
any
special
If
you
territory.
'
tion at length, from the pen of an au- Prohibition is to blame. Las Vegas be seen in any prominent life insurOne good reason why people fail
ent. do not hide U, onder toaafcetf:
J04 West Palace-Awiajajj you well to na them.
...
a ; prize fight ance agency.
.ta that, ftej ,Ux.'tQ keeg
thority, Judge Lorin C. Collins of this wants to stag
witjr
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TIME DEPOSITS
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How About That Fire Insurance?
I

'

Then Act!

Think About It!

"life-giving-

COMPANY

THE

THE PALACE

THE MONTEZUMA

-

HOTELS

1

'

-

ia,'v.

lti

-

Proprietor

Kho-.--

Coronado Restaurant

2

Short Orders run Day &jNight. Regular Meals 25c.

ty

Good Food

Good Food, Good Cooking
,

one-hal-

f,

Good Food, Good Cooking, Good Service

v

r

Under the

Management.

e

land-leasin- g

i

GRIFFITH

Anglo Lamp

Dress Shoes

VSli

(

fiPANT.

I

Full Supply of Edison Phonographs & Records

$2.50 up.

,

,
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B. TONNIE:

-

y
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UNITED STATES BANK

&

TRUST CO.

CAPITAL $50,000 00

Your Patronage Solicited
1.

President

B. lAUGHLIN,
'

Established

w.

Juan Medina, a miner of Cerrillos,
is in the city on business.

X. F. STEPHENS, Cashier,

E. GRIFFIK

-

Asst. Cashier

1856.

Incorporated

1903

12.

STRICTLY NEW
I

i

DRAPERY GOODS!
ART DENIMS, SCRIMS,
PLAIN OR FANCY
COLORED BURLAPS.

Rugs,

i

Carpets,

It

j

ni i squares,

u
it

I Couch Covers
I

--

Portiers

a

Linoleums.
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i
P. 0. Box, 219.
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BUENA VISTA LOMA
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third district of the TJnited States
forest service, leaves tomorrow for

Phoenix, Ariz., where he will confer
with officers of the Arizona 'Wool
Growers'
Association.
Albuquerque
Herald.
Mr. and Mrs. Acasio Gallegos and
family returned from Santa Fe Sunday and moved out to their mountain
home which is near Torreon. Mr.
Gallegos resigned his position as assistant superintendent of public instruction.
Estancia News.
Mrs. John Becker and her daughter
Miss Lucie Becker, left on yesterday
morning's train for a visit with relatives at New Orleans. They will be
present at the annual Mardi Gras
festival which takes place in that city
during this month. Mr. John Becker
will join them early in March for a
short visit, when he will leave with
his brother Gustave for a trip to inspect the good work of the building of
the Panama Canal. Belen Tribune.
Vacuum
Treatment.
Chiropody,
Miss Ruth Winsor of Cowles, San
Miguel county, daughter of the well- ; Dandruff, falling hair and baldness known rancher, H. D. Winsor, has
positively cured. Pimples, blackheads, been compelled to give up her course
facial lines, absolutely removed. All fcr trained nurse at St.
Mary's hospi
kinds of hair work done.
of failing
tal, Pueblo, ph.'' account
MRS. R. LOPEZ,
health. She is now visiting different
343 San Francisco St Colorado cities and will be in Sanfti
Phone 5075
Fe before returning to her home on
the upper Pecos. She was a general
and
favorite at the Pueblo hospital
physicians as well as patients felt her
KAUNE
GO. going away keenly.
J. G. Schumann, for forty years
resident and merchant of Santa Fe,
and an old friend of Mr. and Mrs.
Becker and also of the editor, visited
of
Belen Wednesday and Thursday
this week, enjoying social attention
from his friends
here. Mr. Schumann is also au property owner in
this city and it is his intention to
improve it by the erection of some
dwellings in the near future. He left
for his home on the afternoon train
Belen Trmine.
Thursday.
Twenty years ago tomorrow, Jose
D. Sena of Santa Fe and Miss Eufri-sinClouthier of Taos, were married
then a
by Rev. Father Toniassini,
mission pastor at the town of Taos.
In celebration of their twenty years
oi happy wedded life Mr. and Mrs.
Sena will attend solemn high mass
tomorrow at the Immaculate Conception church where they will renew
their marriage vows and ask for blessMr. and Mrs.
ings for the future.
HIGH-GRAD- E
Sena, Mr. Sena's sister, Mrs. J. M.
Luna and little Louisa Sena arrived
in the city last evening from Santa
Fe. They will return home tomorrow.
Albuquerque Herald.

Manicuring,

I '

ADDITION
NOW! OPEN.
K

j

Judge Ira A. Abbott set sail yesterday from New York for KiirojK;. He
will visit Egypt and spend some time
in southern Europe.
J. H. McCutcheon, the well known
newspaperman, at present engaged in
mining at Corona, Ijncoln county, is
a visitor in the Capital.
F. R. Frankenlnirger, the postmas
ter and merchant of Espanola, left
the city this morning after attending
the Scottish Rile reunion.
J. W. Collier, the mounted policeman of Estancia, arrived in Santa Fe
from his home last evening and registered at the Montezuma
State Senator Isaac Barth and fani- ilv nf Alhnriiirmi0 wilt r.,via tt fi.jn.
,
u -i null
...i ui nup iiriKKf.- m c
re ui iiidiin
sion of ,ne Morley house on Fort
Marcy.
M. Atkinson of Roswel! left for his
home this morning in a motor car. He
is a prominent Mason who came to
Santa Fe to attend the reunion of the
Scottish Rite.
O. A. Larrazolo
the prominent attorney of Las Vegas, arrived in the
city yesterday from El Paso. Mr.
Larrazolo is on his way to his home.
He is stopping at the Montezuma.
Traveling Auditor John Joerns has
returned irom Tueiimoari and Tula- rosa, where he attended satisfactorily
to the difficult task of straightening
out the affairs of two moribund banks.
T. J. Guilfoil of Albuquerque,
who
has been investigating the affairs of
the International Bank of Commerce
i't Tucumcari, returned to the Capital
last evening and is a guest at the
Montezuma.
Mr. and Mrs. Hugh M. Cage,
of
Hope, were in Artesia, Saturday and
Sunday. Mr. Gage went to Santa Fe
and his wife to Carlsbad. Artesia Ad
vocate. Mr. Gage is a member of the
legislative House from Eddy county.
A. C. Ringland, forester
of the

'

SELIGMAN

&.

J. H. Davis, a plumber of Roswell.
is a guest at the Montemma.
Hon. J. J. Clancey is still confined
to tits bed with typhoid fever. Santa
Rosa Sun
V. B. May of Las Cruces. a nromi-!..- .
nent Mason returned to his home last
evening.
Tomas Gurule of Canyoncita,
a
ranchman, is in the city selling farm
produce.
Fortuno Gonzales, a freighter of
Pena Blanca, is in the city visiting
friends.
Juan Jose Romero, a ranchman of
Cuyuymunge, is in the city on business.
Charles F. Lambert,
the mounted
policeman of Cimarron is a guest at
the Palace.
J. B. Sutton, a well known Mason
of San Marcial returned to his home
this morning.
J. D. Adams, of Burlington, Iowa,
an insurance agent, left the city this
morning for El Paso.
C. E. Loinberand W. C. Beall, prominent Masons of Albuquerque, departed for their home today.
V. D. Shea, of the Denver and Rio
Grande R. R., returned on belated No.
S this morning from
Aiouquerque,
H. C. Patton, who has been here attending the meetings o the Scottish
Rite, returned to his home in Silver
City today.
Enrique Varela, a ranchman of Kennedy, is in the city selling coyote and
wild cat skins which he obtained by
trapping.
Miss Margaret Johnson of Canyon
Road, who has been very ill of pneumonia, is reported to be in a critical
condition.
Mrs. H. D. Terrell, wife of Judge H.
D. Terrell of Clovis, arrived in the
city yesterday and joined Mr. Terrell
at the Montezuma.
Mrs. E. M. Peden, the wife of the
master mechanic of the New Mexico Central at Estancia, is in the city
tiansacting business.
J. E. Stephenson, a prominent dry
goods manufacturer of Indianapolis,
Indiana, called on Mayor Arthur
the New Mexican Printing
-

-- IN-

i

.Mexico.

If we charged so m ich a he-afor
sunsets, or if God sent round a drum
before the hawthorns came into flower, what a work we should make about
their beauty, but these things, like
good companions, stupid people cease
early to observe.
STEVENSON.

Business

Does a General Banking

con-- ;
Company, and other business
cerus today. He is on his way to

PERSONAL MENTION

SPECIAL PRICE to any one desiring to build.
once and GET FIRST CHOICE.

See us

at
$

OX. WATSON & CO. I
l!

INSURANCE,

SURETY

BONDS,

Phone, Red 189.

REAL

ESTATE.

The Supreme Luxury

of Coffee Drinking

just received our Spring Style Book conFabrics
taining all the Latest and
HAVE

Up-to-d-

for LADIES' AND MISSES' DRESSES, SUITS AND
COATS. The cost of a garment built to your measure
of Fabrics and Style selected by you isn't anymore
in comparison than the cost of garments ready made.
You can save 25 per cent, by having your suit made to
order through OUR SUIT DEPARTMENT
:: :: :: ::

,

"CHASE &

a

SANBORN'S
SEAL BRAND
PURE

JULIUS H. GERDES.

COME IN AND HAVE A LOOK

8

S.

Where Prices are Lowest
for Safe Quality.

119 San Francisco St.

ANNOUNCEMENT
WE

Massaging,

,

want reliable "merchandise, but more
you (Always

RELIABLE!

other line, for you do not buy every day.
coil unit

mitct rp ai;ikia

SJLVER WARE, CUT GLASS, DECORATED

Everything

the most luxurious coffee
you ever put to your lips.
Is

we

CHINA.fWATCHES, CLOCKS

.H..,C. YONTZ,

Reliable

COFFEE"

;

San Franciso

Street

I

It is blended from the world's
choicest coffees, and its exquisite flavor never varies.
ALSO HAVE A FULL LINE OF

Chase

MULLIGAN & RISING, US.
FUNERAL DIRECTORS

License Numbers,

Day or Night Phone, 130 Red.

66-6-

Next Door to Postoffice. r.

;

&

,.

c

&

Sanborn's Teas

KAUNE

5

GO.

Where Prices are Lowest
for Safe Quality.

WASHINGTON'S BIRTHDAY
OBSERVED IN
FOREIGN COUNTRIES.
Bronze Statue of the Father of His
Country Unveiled in Mexico
With Madero Present.

O
You

MRS. LINDHART

Easter, April 7th

Milliner

For Ladies' Home Journal Patterns.

FOR HONEST

JOSEPH

B.

HAYWARD, MANAGER,

Room 8, Capital City Bank Building, Santa Fe, N. M.

Big Closing Out Sale
OF

,

S

j

LADIES' SUITS, CAPES and COATS

For

3 Days

ADOLF

Onlv

-

SELIGMAN

I White Enamel

Bed

Prices Slaughtered
DRY

Furniture

CIRCASSIAN WALNUT
THE

THE

SWELLEST FURNITURE

AKERS-WAGNE-

YOU

CAN BUY.

FURNITURE AND

R

UNDERTAKING COMPANY.

NEW GOODS
SPRING MILLINERY

A.

MUGLER,

JAMES C. McCONVERY,

,

Hardy Plants and Flowers in their Season.
Phone. Black 204.

::::

415 Palace Avenue.

ITS CURRENT WE WANT TO SELL I

SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT COMPANY WASHINGTON STREET.
ilMlMIMWrillMiMlMltfPiIMnilMMMliffl)irf lilt

GO.

Had one in the window and sold it within
three days. We will have more. Take a
look at this " New Idea " Furniture. You
will like it.

Listen ! Why Not Get the Benefit of All the Light?
are using it. It saves
vour light
THE RVP.. Our display rooms are open for your
and
pay for, by having it right where

WWMM

GOODS

Room

cn

,

PRICES

Two good lots with nine rooms and bath, frame
house. Small cottage of three rooms in rear of
main dwelling. All in the best of repair. Situate
about three blocks from State Capitol building. We
will quote SNAP CASH RRICE upon application to

on
bill
SAVFS
you
of
we
have the finest line
Reading and .Student Lamps that can be seen anywhere, and we will sell them right. Get away from
inspection, and
the idea that these lamps are expensive. Cheaper, cleaner, give the maximum light, and better looking than anything vn
get.

V)

Including c

ANOTHER BARGAIN

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Berlin, Feb. 22. Some more big
purchases were mode today on Amer-

always

.

W. N. TOWNSEND & CO.

Americans Were Biggest Purchasers
at Art Sale Conducted at
Berlin, Germany.

New Mexican
Want ads
bring results. Try it.

jfz: wra NOW
at tha
Pattern
r
ounten

35c. to 50c Per Yard
Flaxons, Fancy Whites and in Colors
50c.
Silk Mulls in a Beautiful Assortment of Colors,
.
.
.
"
15c
Batistes, Beautiful New Designs
50c.
Silk Marquisettes, Latest Shades
"
20c.
Foulards in Silk Finish, Many New Shades
Wide
Yard
Full
60c
kimona Silks,
Silk Messalines, Finished Both Sides
$1.25
"
75c
Princess Corded Silks,
30c.
Katona Silks, New Materials and Colors
30c
Charmion Silks. Just What You Have Been Expecting, . .
15c. to 25c
New Shades and Colors in Ginghams,
15c.
Percales in All the New Colors,
"
Linens in All the Staple Grades and Colors, . . . 15c. to 60c

MILLION DOLLARS REALIZED
FROM SALE OF PICTURES.

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Rome, Feb. 22. Patriotic demonstrations ,featured the opening of the
Italian chamber of deputies today.
When Guiseppe Marcora, the speaker
voiced the greetings of the deputies to
the Italian soldiers and sailors "engaged in lighting to uphold the honor
of Italy in Tripoli ' his words' were
greeted by a hurricane of applause,
lasting over five minutes.
The manifestation reached
its
greatest height when Premier Giolit-t- i
presented the royal decree proclaiming the annexation of Tripoli
and asking the House to transform it
into law.

IrfvlK-ler-

are the best the
market affords. The critical New Spring Ladies' Home Journal Patterns
buyer that is making ready for the Easter Day will be more
than " delighted " with the display of our store this week.
You will h old your breath when you see the new goods all
in Easter array. We cannot afford to misrepresent, but we
have no hesitancy in saying you never saw a more beautiful
"
display in this city. Our motto, Honest Prices," are marked
in every piece. We KNOW, piece for piece, and new goods
for new goods, you cannot beat the price.

1

,

rJT

GOODS

Russia, arrived today accompanied by
his family. He asserted, that Persia
had been unjustly treated by Russia
and England and reiterated his views
that the crushing of Persia was a lasting shame. He departed on the first
train for Washington.
H. H. Topakyin, consul general
of
Mr.
Persia, in New York, greeted
Shuster as a Persian official, and his
visit is full of significance
from a
Persian viewpoint, as after he had
welcomed Mr. Shuster back to Ameri-can soil, the responsibility of Persia
for his safety ceased. Until he had
been so welcomed the government of
Persia considered itself fully respon
sible for him.
Mr. Topakyin will now cable
his
government the safe arrival of the one
time treasurer-genera- l
and the rela
tions of Shuster and Persia will have
ceased.

at Opening
of Chamber of Deputies
by Speaker,

over." Among the "Gent- -

This week's display of pew
PIECE
NOVELTY
NEW

(Rv Special Lrasi'd Wire to Now Mexican)
New York, Feb. 22. W. Morgan
Shuster, erstwhile treasurer-genera- l
of
Persia, who was the storm center of
a controversy
between
Persia and

Patriotic Demonstration

DAY

mankind gathers!

Complains That Persia Was Unjustly
Treated By Russia and Great
Britain,

ANNEXATION Op TRIPOLI
WINS ITALIAN APPLAUSE

THIS REJL'VINATING

ht

W. MORGAN SHUSTER
GOES TO WASHINGTON.

ican account, it is conjectured, at the
auction of the art collection of the
late, Edward F. Weber, who was one
of the leading merchants of
Hamburg.
Charles
a Parisian
Sedelmeyer,
dealer, acquired two Rembrandt pictures " the presentation of Christ in
the Temple," and " a Portrait of a
Boy," for $50,250 and $29,250, respectively. The destination of these, like
that of Andrea Montegna's "Virgin
and Child," which was purchased the
other day by Francois Klenberger, of
Paris, is understood to be the United
States.
The total realized by the
sale amounted to more than $1,000,000.

N

sex of us you see the new
satins and silks; new gowns
npw
and ipalnue frown
anH npw rats
hut
what's
thp L&Ui?MMfc1
......
u.io ..v..
KO k ,t vLE raytJ'jM
rvrr.-;-idea
know
the
new'
use, you
wherever
feathers
and
finery

the ploza de Dinamarca, in the residential district, and is placed on a
pedestal of polished marble. The figure itself is ten feet in height.
The presentation address was made
by Henry Lane YV ilson, ambassador
of the United States, to which President Madero responded.
Americans in London Celebrate.
London. Feb. 22. The American
women residents in London provided
two entertainments today in celebration of Washington's birthday.

MISS

-

n
v

125 Palace Avenue

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) HATS, FLOWERS, CHIFFONS,
Mexico City, Mex. Feb. 22. A
MALINES, RIBBONS, SILKS, ETC.
bronze statue of George Washington
by Pompeo Coppinl, the gift of the Also have Crochet Threads, SlipAmerican residents of the city to per Cotton, Embroidery Silk, and
of the a fine assortment of Stamped
Mexico, in commemoration
Centennial of the Mexican Republic, Goods for French and Eyelet Emwas unveiled today in the presence of broidery, etc.
President Madero and the members of
the Mexican cabinet.
The statue has been erected on
Southeast of Plaza.

NO PROFIT ON THE LAMP
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St, Louis Rocky
Pacific

Railway

1

H,

19

pm
7

,

0
4

7 40
05
8 20
35
a
50
9 10
9 35
19 00

...

1.

II
I
20
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2 30
2 47

0

3 07
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8 35
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..

i
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68
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43

00

J5 10
6 18
S 2S
B 45

PS
g
94

(Read Up)
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Den Moines, N.

Humaldo

12

80

M...Ar

4 00
8 60
3 30
g 16
8 05
2 46

bediuan
Capulln
V'lKll
Thompson
Cunningham
... .Clifton House N.M

T,v
Ar
Raton, N. M
Ari
i.Lv
Katon.N.M
!,. .Ollfton House X'M....

225
155
1

10 15
9 49

SPrestou
Koehler Junction
Koehler

2

4 15

1911

STATIONS

Miles

tOolfax
Oerrososo

Olinarron
OimarroD

Ar
Lv

"You are welcome," says Mrs. Nora Guffey, of Broken
Arrow, Okla., "to use my letter in any way you want to,
if it will induce some suffering woman to try Cardui. I had
Three phypains all over, and suffered with an abscess.
sicians failed to relieve me. Since taking Cardui, I am in
better health than ever before, and that means much to me,
because I suffered many years with womanly troubles, of
different kinds. .What other treatments I tried, helped me
for a few days only."

RATON NEW MEXICO.

In effect Dec, 31st

m
id

Pains All Over!

Company i

GENERAL OFFICES
(Read Down)

&

TAKE

....

8 20
8 02
7 45

Hr!an

Cts Pari, N.M... Lv

I

Ar

CMO

4tisaa

Quarter of a Century Ago.

SCOTTISH RITE,
SANTA FE.

FOR THE ABOVE OCCASION

Grande R. R.

& Rio

will protect rate of one fare, for the round trip
from stations on its line in Southern

I

Colorado and New Mexico.
DATES OF SALE.
From stations, Alamosa, Colo., to Espanola, N. M.,
February 18 and 19; from stations west of Antonito
to Durango, Colo., February 17 and 18; from Farm-ingtoBranch Points, February 16 and 17.

n

Return Limit, February 24th.
New Mexico Military

Institute

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.

(From New Mexican
A large number .of U. S. land cases
were dismissed in federal court yesterday.
C. H. Jackson who robbed the till
of the City Beer Hall of $150 was
sentenced to the penitentiary' for one
year.
for a
The Burns bill providing
board of penitentiary commissioners,
has passed both houses. W. E. Dame
denied that he was paid $3,500 for his
vote on the Logan county bill. Prich-arintroduced a bill providing 'for
the formation of the Fourth Judicial
District yesterday authorized by the
The House
President and Congress.
passed the bill creating the county of
Navajo. Sir. Fort denied that Washington's birthday is a national holiday and believed the lather of his
country would be better" pleased if
Bill
the legislature worked today.
forbidding duels and prizefights was
passed.
For six weeks without interruption
bli zards have been sweeping the
Northwest.
The New York Tribune announces
that Grover Cleveland would not be
a candidate for renomiuation and reelection. Governor David B. Hill of
New York will probably be the next
Democratic nominee.
Deming enthusiasts are sinking a
well 1,500 feet in the hope of striking artesian water. Editor Pennington of the Deming Headlight, who is
visiting in Santa Fe, declares that the

of February 22, 18S7.)
Mimbres Valley would yet be reclaimed by means of water from wells and

storage reservoirs.
Archbishop Salpointe is gratified
with the rapidity that the b.iiluings
of St. Catherine's Indian Schoofl are

d

of th Southwest"
Ranked by United States War DeInstitupartment a "Distinguished
tion." Army officers detailed by Wai

Dcasuu.

FLASHES

EDITORIAL

One

Journal Waking Up.
more murder, this time

in So

corro county. While we never hope
to advertise "blood lust," as the Santa Fe New Mexican does, ,we ur?
gradually coining to the point wi.ere
it is necessaiy to admit that theiv is
too much slaughtering going on in this
brand nev state. Albuquerque Journal.

J 'i''i1JU
h".'
jj

H.

Fourteen Officers and Instructors,
all graduates from standard eastern
Ten buildings,
colleges.
throughly
furnished, heated, lighted and modern
In all respects.
REGENTS E. A. CAKOON. Pres.
W. G. HAMILTON, Vice Pres.
J. P. WHITE, Treasurer.
W .M. ATKINSON, Secretary,

a

A World of Chang'e.
When we again go to Santa Fe we
are destined to form new acquaint-- !

i

ances. When we first visited the an-- j
cient city Colonel Max. Frost was
the living and moving spirit of the'.
Newr Mexicai.
When we went again
a younger and stronger man had succeeded him, and now another change.
The quaint old ouilding has been deserted and the New Mexican is established in a thoroughly new end modern
building, and we will
not be surprised if we find the talenc-eeditor wearing a tail shiney hat
and kid gloves. Pecos Valley News.

j

i

and W. A. FINLEY.

For particulars and illustrated
address:
COL. JAS. W. WTLLSON.

Superintendent

two-stor- y

d

W. L. DeCLOW,

America's Largest Horse and Jack Importer, Removing His Business to New Mexico.

am arranging to change my business location from Cedai
Rapids, la., to El Paso, Tex., or some desirable point near by. I am
shipping 30 Imported Stallions and Mammoth Jacks on January 15
1912, being my first consignment. I would like to correspond with
all stockmen who are in need of Stallions, Jacks or Full Blood
Mares. I can aiso furnish Registered Shorthorn and Hereford Bulls
and Registered Shropshrire Bucks at very reasonable prices. Please
write me. If not in need yourself, please tell your neighbors.
I

V

Agriculture

in Public

Schools.

Professor Martin's room has started
the study of agriculture. This is
one of the most i ractical moves ever
made by the state board of education
to include this branch in the school
curriculum and to t'iminate some of
the useless branch.
thit have no
application to the f i; ire usefulness
of the scholar.
Ar.ic a;enf3

fr

ATTORNEYS AT LAW.
EDWARD P. DAVIES,
Attorney and Counselor at Law.
Rooms
Capital City Bank Building,
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
17-1- 8

Assistant District Attorney, First

Judicial District,

E, C. ABBOTT

in the District and su
preme Courts.
Prompt and caretui
attention given io all business.
Banta Jj'e.
New Mexico
HOLT & SUTHERLAND
.

Attorneys-at-La-

Fractice in ue Distrl t Court
wen as before ths Supreme Court w

the termor.
libs Cruces,

New Mexico,

G. W. PRICHARD
Attorney and Counsellor a. Law
Practice in all the District Court
and give? special atviinn to cases
before the Territorial Supreme Court.
Offcs: Laughiin BIS, Santa 'n. N. M.

c. w. a. WAKO
Territorial District Attorn y
For San Miguel and Mora Counties
New Mexico.
l.as V6gas,
HARRY O. MOULTON
AttArnev-ut.La-

ut

Gat-sche- t.

a

1528-153-

n

nearing completion.
The Bijou Opera Company presented the Mikado last evening and
presents Billy Taylor.
Fay Templeton has oeen dismissed
from the Gayety Theater at London
for insubordination and has asked for
an injunction.
The D. & R. G. will run through
trains from Denver to Santa Fe, and
the time between the two cities will
be reduced
to twenty-fou- r
hours.
This will greatly increase
tourist
traffic and give Santa Fe a market
for its grapes and other fruit, its
coal and other minerals.
The New Mexican urges the incorporation of Santa Fe as a municipality.
Editorial.
"Captain Nicanor Vigil, an honored
and respected citizen of Taos county,
who has several times represented
his county in the legislature,
was
yesterday tried in the United States
district court upon an indictment
found by that notorius grand jury of
At M. E. Church This ' Evening at
July last, charging him with interfer7:30 Public Cordially
ence with election. Captain Vigil was
Invited.
maliAnother
jonorably acquitted.
cious and blackmailing
indictment
The following is the program for
gone by the board."
the Willard Memorial service at the
Iiiethoclist church tonight:
Singing.
of this state, who have declared that
Scripture reading.
he must be kept out of politics if the
Prayer.
best results are to be obtained. If Mr.
Frances E. Willard as I knew her
was
the best man for this
Asplund
J. R. McFie.
Judge
place, and we have yet to hear the
Violin Solo Miss
Laura Wood.
first educator on this side of the Miss Iva
Ashton, Accompanist
Miss
state say that he was not, Mr. White Alberta Smith.
made no mistake in the selection he
Reminiscences of Frances Willard
made to fill the office of chief clerk,
Rev. J. W. Heal.
and we congratulate both Messrs.
Solo Mrs. Henry Bowman.
is
White and Asplund.-ClovJournal.
The Life of Frances E. Willard
Rev. James Shimer
A Stomach Worshipper.
Solo W. Wade.
With all the arguments pro and
Results of the Life Work of Frances
con concerning the movable federal Willard Mrs. Adella A.
Scott.
court conceived by Congressman CurSolo O. E. Schofield.
'
are
we
Mexiry,
surprised the New
Reading.
can has not advanced
the
against
How the Memorial Fund Is Used
preposterous proposition the superior Dr. C. O. Harrison.
culinary abilities of Santa Fe chefs.
Benediction.
'Tis a
fact that there can
be found in this whole wide world no
AN EPIDEMIC OF COUGHING.
class of men so optimistic as the com Is
sweeoJnjr over the town, Old and
mercial travelers. A drummer and a
oung ank are affected, and
the
cast iron stomach are synonymous strain ii
particularly hard on II; tie
terms. No man with, an ordinary children and
on elderly neonle.
F.v
of a bread basket, ley's Honey and Tar
is a
Compound
would last two months as a knight of
quick, safe and reliable cure for all
the
trunk. It is also a coughs and colds. Contains no nnla.
well known fact that members of the tes. For sale
by all druggists.
judiciary have sensitive
stomachs,
and the judicial frame of mind is conVALENCIA MUTILATED WIFE
served wi,th great difficulty. Will the
WITH CARVING KNIFE.
Mary-Janand a few other
inform
us
a
what
kind
of
organs
Had Just Esen Released From Jail
federal court we would have at the
and Made His Escape After
end of a three months' trip of
Commiting Crime.
stfrds at the lunch counters of
New Mexico? Suppose the court
Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
would he compelled to exist on Al- (By
Phoenix, Ariz., Feb. 22. The police
buquerque grub for one whole week are
searching today for Jesus Valen
or ent for three days the stuff they
dish out at the Castenada? No, what cia, who, the officers charge, escaped
last night after terribly mutilating his
the court needs is plain cooking by
wife with a carving knife. Valencia
nlain cooks, and the Santa Fe style has
been released from jail, where
of hash three times a day is just the he just
had been sent on complaint made
doie. New Mexico will then be able
his wife and tried to cut her throat
to claim the proud record of a "gout- - by
The woman's neck and hands were
Raton Range,
less", judiciary.
terribly slashed but she is expected to
recover.
YOUNG WOMAN SHOT AND
KILLED AT SISTER'S HOME.
well-know-

iron-boun- d

e

g

one-nig-

new
recognize the value of this
branch and see that their children
Cedar Rapids Jack and Stallion Importing Farm, Cedar Rapids, la take" it. The benefit to the world of
I have
results scienrecently secured a special ra te by express by which I can ship a man wao produces
jacks at lower rates than ever befo re. I can bhlp jacks from Cedar Rap- tifically has been proved many times
ids, la, to Albuquerque, N. M4 for $55 each, to Phoenix, Ariz., for $104 to be far above what is the result of
each, and can reach other points at corresponding rates.
gnessworK. If every acre of land in
San Juan county were treated intelligently the production would almost
westbound.
double. We make this statement adTIME TABLE ALL
San Francisco Detectives Seek to UnReturning, arrive at Santa Fe, 11:30 visedly. San Juan Index.
LOCAL TRAINS p. m.
ravel Mysterious Crime Committed Last Night.
A New Mexico Educator.
the Belen cut-of- f
Passengers
The following are the time tables and Pecos Valley
R. P. Asplund of Santa Fe, who
points should now
of the local railroads:
leave at 3:30 p. ai. instead of 7:20 served as chief clerk to the state su- (By Special Leaspd Wire to New Mexican)
"A. T. & e. F. Ry."
as heretoior;. Connection leaves Al- perintendent of public instructions unJ3an Francisco, Calif., Feb. 22. De
Leave
t 7:55 r- - m. Instead of der the Republican administration, tectives investigating the death of
buquerque
8:10 a. m., to connect with No. 3 2:20 a. m.
of
and who gave such good, satisfaction, Mrs. Elsie Zahl Rohe, sister-in-lawestbound and No. 10 eastbound.
Nathan C Coghlan
D. 8l Pt. Q. Ry.
has been retained ' by State Superin- Assemblyman
Returning, arrive Santa Fe at 12.10
tendent Alvan N. White as his chief who was shot and killed at the Cogh
Leaves 10:05 a. m. or nort..
lan home here last night made little
P. m.
Arrive 4:20 p. m. from north.
assistant, and The Journal wants ot
Leave Santa Fe at 3:30 p. m. to
Mrs. Coghlan, who
New 'exlco central Ry.
congratulate New Mexico's superin- progress today.
conect vith No. 1 westbound and No.
Leave 12:45 p. m., cornects with No. tendent of education for this splendid was present when the shot was fired
declared her sister was killed acci
2 eastbound.
! east and 1 Muth and west
selection. Mr. White may have been
Returning arrive at Santa Fe 6 p. m,
Arrive 4:15 p. m. with connections able to pay a political debt which he dentally while examining the weapon
but absence of powder burns and the
Leave Ssnta Fe at 6:20 p. m. to con- from No. 3 east
, ,
might have owed others more than extent of the laceration and fracture
nect with No. 7 westbound and No. 4
Mr. Asplund, by naming some other
of the skull, caused the police to start
eastbound.
Foley Kidney Pills will cure any man and one who has been actively an
investigation.
Returning arrive at Santa U'e at case of kidney or bladder trouble not engaged in politics for this place, but
Detectivo James McGowan reported
8:35 p. m.
beyond the reach of medicine. No Mr. White did not choose to do so. By that the woman's head had been bat
ueave Santa Fe at 8:59 p. m. to con medicine can do more.
Sold byall his action he practiced some of the tered as with a blunt Instrument
nect with No. 8 eastbound and No. 9 druggists.
preachings of the Democratic party
Coghlan was not present when the

W. DeCLOW,
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PROFESSIONAL CARDS.

Santa To, N. M.
Formerly Special Agent, Q. L. O.
Land Claims and Contests a Specialty
Chaa. F. Easley.
Chas. R. Eaaley
EASLEY & EASLFY.
Attorneys at Law.
Practice in tba courts and befor
Land Department
Land grants and' titles examined.
Banta Fe, N, M., branch Office Estancia, N. M.

one-hal-

1340-42-

Th West Point

Department.
Through Academic course, preparing young men for college or business
life. Great amount of open air work.
Healthiest location of any Military
School in the Union. Located In the
beautiful Pecos Valley, the garden spot
of the West at an elevation ot 3'u(l
feet above sea level, sunshine ever?
day. but little rain or snow during tns

hi

Write to: Ladies' Advisory Dept. Chattanooea. Medicine Co., Chattanooga, Tenn.,
book, "Home Treatment for Women," sent free. 51
for Sptclal Instructions, and

EIGHTH REUNION

The Denver

I Woman'sTonic

Don't wait, until you are taken down sick, before takof yourself. The small aches and pains, and other
care
ing
symptoms of womanly weakness and disease, always mean
worse to follow, unless given quick treatment
You would always keep Cardui handy, if you knew
what quick and permanent relief it gives, where weakness
and disease of the womanly system makes life seem hard
to bear. Cardui has helped over a million women. Try it

6 35
6 27
6 17
6 00

....
- .p m
tConnects at Colfax with E. P. & S W. Ry. train both North and South.
Stage for Van Hoiiten, N. M.. meets trains at Preston, N. M.
tDaily except Sunday.
Daily except Saturday.
t
Stage leaves L'te Park, N. M., for Elizabethtown, N. M., at 9:00 a. m. daily
xcept Sundays. Fare $2.00 one way, $;.50 round trip; fifty pound baggage carried free.
C. & S. train leaves De Moines, N. M., for the south at 11:11 p. ni., arrives from the south at 4:38 a. m.
L. C. WHITE
J. VAN HOUTEN,
F. M. WILLIAMS,
V. P. G. M
G. P. Agent
Superintendent.
,
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ONE WAY OUT.
shot was fired. He stated to the police today that he had left the revolver with which his sister was killed A Resident of Santa Fe Shows th
on a mantelpiece a few minutes prior
Way.
to the firing of the shot.
a
din
at
a
Mrs. Rohe had been euest
Only one way to cure a bad back.
ner attended by her two sisters and
Liniment and plasters may relieve
her brother-in-lajust before the It;
hooting.
They won't cure it.
Backache means sick kidneys.
Doan's Kidney Pills are for bad
ACQUISITIONS OF NEW
MEXICO HISTORICAL SOCIETY kidneys.
Santa Fe people hack them up.
Read a case of it:
Volumes
That Throw
Historical
Hilaria Baca, Delgado St., Santa
Light on Southwestern History
Fe, N. Mex., says: "About two and a
And Folklore.
half years ago I gave a public stateThe Historical Society is continual- ment telling of my experience with
Pills.
Dona's Kidney
They comly adding books of appropriate
to its collection. Anion.; those pletely rid me of pains in my back
in the last ten days are th2 follow- which had troubled' me off and on for
When I stooped or brought
months.
ing:
on my loins, I suffered more
Complete set of Parkman's Histo- d strain
beverely and there were various
ries in 13 volumes, including:
other difficulties which convinced me
Jesuits in North America.
that my trouble came from disordered
La Salle and M.; Vifsissir-piI finally used Doan's Kid
kidneys,
Count Frontenac.
ney Pills and they brought prompt
Pioneers of France.
I continued taking them and
relief.
.Montcalm and Wolfe.
it was not long before every symptom
Half Century of Conflict.
of trouble had disappeared."
Old Regime in Canada.
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
Conspiracy of Pontiac.
Foster-MilburCo., Buffalo.
centa.
Oregon Trail.
New York, sole agents for the United
Life of Parkman.
States.
Also the following:
Remember the name Doan's and
Priest, Josiah. American Antiqui- take no other.
in the West;
ties and discoveries
being an exhibition of the evidence
AT JUAREZ,
tl.at an ancient population of partially RACE CARD
MEXICO, ON FRIDAY.
civilized nations peopled America,
5ih ed. Albany, 1S35.
Leased Wire to New Mexican)
A Mythic Tale (By RpeWiil
(Pueblo Indians.)
Mex. Feb. 22. Entries for
Juarez.
of the Isleta Indians,
New Mexico.
The Race of the Antelope and Hawk tomorrow:
First race, selling, one mile. Miss
Around the Horizon. By A. S.
90; Mycenae, First Fashion,
Miller,
Am.
from
Proc.
Reprinted
Hic100;
95; a Chess,
92;
Strite,
Phil. Soc, 1891. (Indian text, transcough, X Minnolette, 105; Bob Farley
lation and comments.)
Tom
The Journey of Alvar Nunez Cabe-z- 107; Hearts Relief, Lonia, 110;
112;
Cameo,
Rubinon,
Pedro,
Franks,
de Vaca and His Companions from
Greenbridge, 115.
Florida to, the Pacific,
seven furSecond race, selling,
Trans, from his own narrative by Fan-X Yankee
X Emma G, 100;
Bandelier. Together with the re- longs.
102;
Marigot,
Moving,
Keep
Pooh,
port of Father Marcos de Nizza and a
Charles Green,
letter from Viceroy Mendoza. Ed., Harlem Maid, 105;
107;
Allenfearn,
Cafferata,
with an intro., by A. F. Bandelier. N. Jim
Lind.
109;
Virginia
Heretic,
Abound,
Y., 1905, maps, reproductions of old
sey, 110; Novgorod, 112.
prints, etc.
f
Third race, selling, five and
,
The Journey of Coronado,
X Hazel C, 95; X
furlongs.
tne city of Mexico to
42, irom
the Buffalo Plains of Kansas and Ne- Hardy, 95; Ailsa Paige, 100; Flying
braska. Trans, and ed., with an in- D'Or, Isom, Hugh Gray, 102; The Visitor, 103; Gus Hartridge, Bill Andertro; by G. P. Winship, maps, etc.
Pueblo Indian Folk Stories. By C. son, Raquette, 105; Free Will, 107;
F. Lummis.
A new edition
of
the Dromi, 108; Gift, 109; Sidon, 111.
Fourth race, handicap, six furlongs.
book formerly published
under the
title "The Man Who Married the Vanir, 95; Irish Gentleman, 108;
113; Sebago 116.
Moon." N. Y., 1910.
Fifth race, selling, six furlongs.
A New Mexico David and other sto90; Moralight,
ries and sketches of the Southwest. Evelyna, X Ferrona,
97; X Chanticler, 100;
Lady Tendi,
N. Y., 1905. Lummis.
Old
Man Coyote, by 102; Tim Judge, 104; Waner, 107;
(Navajos.)
110;
Clara K. Bayliss. N. Y., (1908). A Meddling Hannah,
batch of Navajo folk tales, in which John Griffin II., Faneuii Hall, Frank
G. Hogan, 112.
Coyote takes a part similar to that
Sixth race, selling, one mile. Ma- of "Br'er Rabbit" among
Southern
mac, Rake, 102; X L. M. Reckert, Ed.
negroes.
Withers, 105; New Capital, Maizie
Girl, 107; Ben I'ncas Figent, 108; X
FRANCES E. WILLARO
MEMORIAL SERVICE TONIGHT. Judge Walton, 112; Zulu, 114,
X Apprentice allowance.
cnar-acte-
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First La Grippe, Then Brcncnltis.
That was the case with Mrs. W. S.
Bailey, McCreary,
Ky. "My wife
was taken down with a severe at
tack of la grippe, which
run intff
bronchitis.
She coughed as tho' she
had consumption and could not sleep
at night. The first bottle of Foley's
Honey and Ty Compound gave her
so much relief that she continued
using it until she was permanently
cured." For sale by all druggists.

Hotel Arrivals.
B. A. Rhodes, Philadelphia.
B. G. Murphy, El Paso.

Charles

,

F. Lambert, Cimarron.
Montezuma.

j

O. A. Larrazolo, Las Vegas.
Dave E. Hart, Kansas City, Mo.

W. E. Pasmore, Denver.
W. M. Miller, Denver.
J. G. Kite, Denver.
Mrs. H. D. Terrell, Clovis.
Isaac Earth, Albuquerque.
L. H. Hughes and Mrs. Hughes
City.
Clarence Johnson, Denver.
Miss Ohele, Denver.
J. H. Davis, Albuquerque.
T. J. Guilfoil, Albuquerque.
J. S. Walsh, La Junta.
A. J. Jackson, Oakland, Cal.
E. Serlo and daughter, Chicago.
W. C. Ostreich, Albuquerque.
William F. Gierke, Albuquerque.
W. L. Butt, Seattle.
J. H. McCutcheon, Corona.
J. Wr. Collier, Estancia.
Coronado.
J. F. Gonzales, Albuquerque.
R. S. Frasier, Denver.
J. C. Ralston, Philadelphia.
Spanish Republican Press.
A meeting of the Spanish Republi
can Press Association has been called
for Santa Fe on Saturday March 9
two days preceding the convening of
the state legislature. The call has
been issued by President Nestor Mon- toya.
Did you see those good pictures last
night at the Elks?

Martin. Esu.

excelled Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery, a pure
glyceric extract (without alcohol), of bloodroot, golden
seal and Oregon grape root, stone root, mandrake and
queen's root with black cherrybark.
"My husband was a sufferer from stomach trouble and
writes Mrs. James H. Martis, of Frankimpure blood."
fort, Ky. " lie had a sore on his face that would form a
scab which would dry and drop off in about a month, then
another would immediately form. It continued this way
for a long time. He tried every remedy that any one would
suggest but found no relief. He then tried Dr. Pierce's
Golden Medical Discovery which completely cured him. lie
has stayed cured now for two years, and I recommend this
valuable medicine for impurities of the blood."
Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets regulate and invigorate
tiny granules.
stomach, liver and bowels,
bugar-coate-

d,

Be-

New Mexico.

Taos,

H. L. ORTIZ.

Attorney and counsetlor-at-LaPracticing before all the courts ia
the Territory.
New Mexlc
Santa Fe
.-

E. SUMMERS.
Public Stenographer
Santa Fe, N. M.
Rooms 11 and 12 Laughiin Block
Phone Red 162.
MRS. NORA

THE PROBERT
ADVERTISING AGENCY.

.

Advertisements

Place in Any Publica-

tion in the World.. Write Us
for Rates, Etc., Lock Box 56.
.

TAOS,

NEW MEXICO

WARREN C, WADE
Instructor in Voice
Highest Recommendations.
181 Palace Avenue.
DR. W. HUME BROWN,

Dentist
Spitz's Jewelry Stoie.

Rooms 1, 2 and 3.
Phone Red 6.
Office Hours 8a. m. to
And by Appointment

Palace.

into the body are killed in two vays by the white corpuscles
Germs that
substance that is in the blood.- - Just what this
of the blood, arid by a germ-killin- g
do
not know. The blood of a healthy person always has some
substance is, we
gcrm-kHIin- g
substance in it to ward off the attack of disease. The fountain head
A man who has a weak and impaired stomach and who
of life is the stomach.
does not properly digest his food will soon find that his blood has become weak
and impoverished, and that his whole body is improperly and insufficiently nourished. To put the body in healthy condition, to feed the system on rich, red blood
and throw out the poisons from the body, nothing in the past forty years has

H.

Attorneys-at-La-

Practice in all the Courts and
fore the Interior Department.

Over

How The Body Kills Germs.
iet

J.

McKEAN & CHEETHAM,

5 p. m.

STANDLEY G. SMALL, M. D.
Physician and Surgeon.
Office and Residence
Washingto
Ave. naxt door to Public Library.
Office iouirs 11 a. m. to 12:30 p.
tf p. m. Evenings.
Phone Black 47.

m--

DP. J. M. DIAZ,
DON CASPAR
AVE
Phone, 220 Red
OFFICE, WEST SIDE PLAZA
RESIDENCE,

Phone, 237 Black
OFFICE HOURS.

1

to

3

P.

At

Kansas City
Land Show
February 26 to
March

9

An
for the city- man
whose thoughts turn back to the
farm. An object lesson for the farmer
farmlooking for hints on
ing. Intensely interesting and entertaining lectures on a variety of subjects.
Moving pictures and other
views of many sections of the Southwest. Exhibits of improved machinery that lessens labor, saves time and
increases results.
-

Better go. Take your raniily and
friends with you.

Free Lectures.
Excellent Music.
A

that

liberal
will

education

along lines

interest you and every

member of your family irrespective
of age or sex.
For further particulars call on

H. S. LUTZ,

Agent,
Santa Fe, N. M.
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DR. F. F. DOEPP,
State Senator From the County of Eddy.
COUNTY ai the State election. Should there
bu more than one nomination
CONVENT ION
for
.
Pursuant to a resolution passed at chairman of the meeting, the person
ber 29, 1S6T, near Homewood, Illinois,
to order will
a meeting of the Ranu'olicm Central calling the meeting
44 years.
the son of William L. and Pauline
Age
cause
a
division
be
to
count
had
and
Committee, of the County of Santa Fe
111.
Born
at
Homewood,
(Stoltz) Doepp. He was educated in
the
persons voting for each nominee,
New Mexico, there is hereby called a
the public schools of Cook county, IlliAttended public schools.
and the person having the highest j
of
Convention
the
RepubliDelegate
nois. He received private tuition and
Graduate University of Illi- can party of Santa Fe county, to be number of votes shall be declared
nois.
graduated with the degree M. D. from
of
chairman
the
same
meeting, the
held at the Court House of the counthe College of Physicians and Surof Homewood, 111., for
Mayor
ty, in the City of Santa Fe, on Sat- proceeding to be had for 'the secre- V five years.
geons of the University of Illinois in
The chairman
and secretary
1S94. He practiced medicine at Home-woourday, March 2, at 2 o'clock p. m., for tary.
of New Mexico
Member
of
will
the
immeforward
delemeeting
the purpose of electing eighteen
a beautiful suburb of Chicago,
Board of Health.
the
adjournment of the N
from 1894 to 1900, and incidentally
gates to represent said party of said diately upon
Mason,
Knight
Shriner,
secrewas mayor of the municipality for five
Work- county in the Republican State Con- meeting to the undersigned
Templar, Odd Fellow,
vention, to be held at the Hall of Re- tary, Charles C. Closson, at Santa Fe,
man, Elk.
years, from 1895 to 19lio, when he rea copy of the proceedings of the meetmoved to Carlsbad,
Eddy county,
presentatives at the State Capitol on
to
be correct.
March 8th, 1912, at 2 o'clock p. m., to ing, certified by them
where he has resided since.
T. B. CATRON,
Dr. Doepp is a member of the New
Dr. F. F. Doepp elected to the first
elect eight delegates of the RepubliChairman. State Senate from the twentieth
Mexico Board of Health and Medical
can party of the State to Attend the
Examiners. He is a Mason, and as
National Convention of said Republi C. C. CLOSSON,
Eddy county, is a practicing such is a Shriner and a
Secretary.
can party, to be held in Chicago, June
Knight Tempat
Carlsbad, Eddy county, lar. He also belongs to the I. O. O. F.,
physician
ISth, 1912.
who has been taking a live interest is a member of the M. W. of A., and
To that end primary conventions NEGROES SMELLED FRYING
He was born Octo an Elk,
HAM FROM AFAR OFF. in public affairs.
are hereby called in the various precincts of said county, to be held in
precincts Nos. 3, 4, 7, 12, 13, 17 and They Hurried to Assist Salvage at GOVERNMENT
WORKING FOR
BODY HAD NINETEEN
Houston Packing Houses
18, at 7 o'clock p. m., on the 29th (.ay
INDUSTRIAL PEACE.
GAPING KNIFE WOUNDS.
After Big Fire.
of February, 1912, and in all other pre
cincts at 5 o'clock p. m. of the same
Possibility of Arbitrating Demands of Unknown Found Near Belen Had
day, all of said primaries to be called (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
800,000 British Coal Miners
Been Felled by Blow That
to order by the persons and at the
Houston, Texas, Feb. 22. Houston
Held Out.
Crushed His Head.
will
number
of
to
on
collect
the
insurance
select
and
,500,000
places
yesterday's fire losses, according to
delegates here specified,
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) I.By Special Leased Wire to New Mexicnn)
Precinct No. 1, Pojoaque, 4 dele- available estimates today.
The 45,000 bales of cotton, repreLondon, Feb. 22. The government
gates, chairman, Eutlmio Roybal, at
Albuquerque, N. M., Feb. 22. Mysthe school house on hill.
senting about $2,000,000, still are today opened negotiations for peace tery surrounds the finding of the
in
coal
2
the
British
in
No.
district
burned
area.
the
Cotton
2, Tesuque,
dispute
celegaPrecinct
smoking
body of a Mexican from old Mexico
tes, chairman, Hipolito Dominguez, ! men assert a considerable amount of which threatens to paralyze British near Belen, on the Santa Fe cutoff
at the "school house.
good staple might be salvaged from trade if the 800.000 miners carry out
yesterday.
Precinct No. 3, Santa Fe, 12 dele- the interior of the partly burned their intention of striking on FebruThe body bore nineteen gaping
29.
Siary
bales.
Firemen poured water into
gates, chairman, Nicolas Sena, at
Premier Asquith, supported by Syd- knife wounds and the head had been
mon Vigil's hall.
smoldering ruins all night but smoke
a
Precinct No. 4, Santa Fe 13 dele- - and flames still are sputtering from ney Charles Buxton, president of the crushed by blow from behind.
an
After
the body was
Divad
board
of
the
at
inquest
debris.
Ceferino
trade;
Baca,
gates, chairman,
No one
chancellor of the exchequer; Sir Ed- buried as a county charge.
Hams Sizzled and Fried.
Justice of the Peace onice.
The poiice had difficulty in keeping ward Grey, secretary of state for for- could be found who knew where the
Precinct No. 5. Agua Fria, 5 delegates, chairman 'Felix Romero, at the volunteer salvage brigades away from eign affairs, and Sir George Askwith, man came from nor when, but nis
school house.
the danger zone. In the ruins of a comptroller general of the commercial clothing indicated that he was a rePrecinct No. G, Cienega, 2 dele- small packing house a great quantity and labor department of the board of cent arrival from Mexico.
gates, chairman, Nicolas Narvaez, ot hams sizzled and fried. Crowds ot trade, first held a two hours conferat the house of Bonifacio Narvaez. negroes who detected the aroma of ence with the representatives of the
How Cold Affects the Kidneys. '
Precinct No. 7, Cerrillos, 3 dele- the frying ham from afar off, hurried miners and subsequently met a large
owners.
coal
of
deputation
Avoid
taking cold if your kidneys are
gates, chairman, Matlas Montoya, at to assist in its salvage. They took
The aim of the cabinet appears to sensitive. Cold
no interest in more spectacular fire
congests the kid
Rafael Granito's hall.
be to arrange a joint conference of neys, throws too much work upon
Precinct No. '8, Galisteo, 3 dele- scenes.
the disputes which shall be presided them, and weakens their action. Se-- J
gates, chairman, Pedro Ortiz y Pino,
Baby '"aved by Mother's Daring.
The infant child of Charles Favor, over by the "strike breaker" Sir rious kidney trouble and even Bright'
at St. Joseph's hall.
Precinct No. 9, San Tldefonso, 4 de- who was rescued through his mov- George Askwith, and should this be disease may result. Strengthen your
on it seems probable the strike kidneys, get rid of the pain and sorelegates, chairman,- - Elfigo Gomez, at er's daring, w.u Lve, physicians say. agreed
will be suspended so that ne- ness, build them up by the timely use
notices
9.
The
child suffering from meningitis,
school house district
may proceed in a less sul of Foley Kidney Pills. Tonic in ac- gotiations
Precinct No. 10. Stanley, 2 delegates, was left in us cradle', when the fire
try atmosphere.
jtion, quick in resv.lt s.
chairman, H. C. Kinsell, at school bore down on the Favor home.
house.
Contributions Liberal.
Mrs. Favor broke away from guards
PreciMt No. 11, Golden, 1 deleTEE NOMINATION TWINS
gate, chairman, Escolastico Martinez, and rescued the infant just as the
flames reached her home.
at school house.
Rescue work has eliminated all
Precinct No. 12, Lamy, 3 delegates,
chairman, Roque Tudesque, at school danger of a famine among the fire
sufferers.
house.
Contributions
of money,
Precinct No. 13, Glorieta, 3 dele- food and clothing have been liberal.
Houston Loss $3,000,000.
gates, chairman, Antonio Gurule, at
Taber'e Store.
Houston, Texas, Feb. 22. The total
Precinct No. 14, Chimayo, 4 dele- loss in Houston's great fire was
gates, chairman, Reyes Ortega, at $6,500,000 with total .insurance of
school house, n
$4,500,000.
These figures were taken
Precinct No. 15, Santa Cruz, 2 de- from nearly complete compilations tolegates, chairman, Bias Quintana, at day of insurance men. Salvage from
the burned district counted to reduce
school house.
Precinct No. 16, Santa Cruz, 4 dele- the actual insurance payments to
gates, chairman, Alfredo Lucero, at nearly $3,000,000.
school house.
Precinct No. 17, Santa Fe, 7 dele- STORE BUILDING ON
PLAZA CHANGES HANDS.
gates, chairman, C. C. Closson, at
Fred Lopez Hall.
s
Precinct No. 18, Santa Fe, 7 deleHardware Company Purchase Structure They Now
gates, chairman, R. L. Baca, at the
Court House.
Occupy.
Precinct No. 19, Madrid, 2 delegaA deal was closed yesjterday wheretes, chairman, Anto. G. Armijo, at
s
Hardware Comby the
school house.
Precinct No. 20, San Pedro, 2 dele- pany came into possession of the
gates, chairman, Apolonio Romero, building on the south side of the
Plaza which they now occupy. The
at school house.
Precinct. No. 21, Otto, 1 delegate, hardware concern expects to enlarge
chairman, Otto Goetz, at Goetz' store. I the warehouse in the rear of the store
Precinct No. 22, Nambe, 2 dele-- put in a new front and make other extensive improvements. The property
gates, chairman, Epimenlo Romero, at was
sold through the Santa Fe Realty
school house.
and
Abstract
Company of which 3. B.
del
1
Rio
No.
Medio,
23,
Precinct
Wayward is the manager, acting for
delegate, chairman, Rpmulo Benavi-des- , Mrs. C. W. Fairfield
of Santa Fe, and
at school house.
Mrs. David Clarkson of Albuquerque.
Precinct No. 24, Kennedy, 1 dele- - j J. A.
Davis, and J. A. Wood, who
gate, chairman, Guadalupe Montoya, j compose the firm, are young men with
j
at G. Montoya's bouse.
progressive ideas who have built up a
The meetings must he called to or- food business the past few years.
for
at
hour
the
der exactly
specified
They recently completed the contract
.each precinct by the precinct chair- of heating and plumbing in the New
man designated, if present, if not Mexican building that is proving very
present, by any other Republican who satisfactory and have similarly finishWHICH WILL
voted the straight Republican ticket ed a number of other large contracts.

CALL FOR REPUBLICAN

.

-'

Jis-tric- t,

;

t:

FOR REPUBLICAN CONVEN
TION OF THE STATE OF
NEW MEXICO.
Pursuant to the requirements or'
the call made by the Republican National Committee on December
12,
1911. for a Republican National Convention, to be held in the City of Chicago, in the State of Illinois, at twelve
o'clock noon on Tuesday,
June Is.
for the purpose of nominating
candidates for President and
to be voted for at the Presidential election on Tuesday, November 5, 1912, and for the transaction of
such other business as may properly
come before it, the Republican Central Committee of the State of New
at Santa Fe on
Mexico, assembled
this 25th day of January, 1912, hereby calls for the holding of a conven'
tion of the Republican party of the
State of New Mexico to be held in
the City of Santa Fo, State of New
.Mexico, at two o'clock on Friday, the
Mh day of March, A. D., 1912, for the
purpose of selecting eight delegates
and eight alternates to represent the
Republican party of the State of New
Mexico in the said national convention called to be held at Chicago on
the ISth day of June, 1912.
The Republican Central Committees
ct the various counties of the State
are by this committee requested and
directed to issue a call for the holding of a county convention of the
Republican party in the respective
counties upon such notice and date as
for the
they may deem expedient
purpose of electing delegates to the
said State convention to be held on
the 8th day of March, 1912, as aforesaid, at which the basis of representation shall be one delegate for each
one hundred votes, or a fraction thereof of fifty or more, cast for the Republican candidate for governor of the
State of New Mexico at the late election held on the 7th day of November,
1911, and one delegate at large from
each county in addition, upon which
basis the representation at the State
convention of the Republican party
of the State of New Mexico, to be
held on March Sth, 1912, from the
several counties of the State, shall
be as follows:
Delegates
19
Bernalillo
7
Chaves
17
Colfax
4
Curry
14
Dona Ana
5
Eddy
12
Grant
Guadalupe
8
Lincoln
4
Luna
6
McKinley
13
Mora
6
Otero
9
Quay
20
Kio Arriba
4
Roosevelt
6
Sandoval
5
San Juan
30
San Miguel
18
Santa Fe

ll

Sierra

6

22
14
10
14
19

Socorro
Taos
Torrance
Union
Valencia

305

Lloyd-Georg-

,

All notice of contest shall be submitted in writing setting forth the
giound of contest, which must be
filed with the Secretary of the State
Central Committee at least two days
before the meeting of said convention.
All county
conventions must be
held not later than the 4th day of
March, 1912.
VENCESLAO JARAMILLO,
Chairman.
HERBERT W. CLARK, Secretary.

The Freshet again at the Elks'.
reIve, Patience, and Constancy two
warded by the happy reunion or
souls with but a single thought.

k. r.iinrado

FOR.

"o!'H-;e-

Any person
black or honey locust can readily
grow his own trees of these two species. Seeds that have
kept dry,
even eight or ten years, will prow
almost as readily as tho.-- e tlmt have
been gathered but one year. In either
the seeds are so hard tlial It
planted dry, as one would peas or
beans, many of them will fail to germinate and all of them will be very
slow. They should first be treated
with hot water. Place about
pound of seed in any can or jar that,
will hold about one gallon and that
will not be broken by hot water. I'cur
about two or three quarts of boiling
water upon the seeds, cover, and allow to stand over night. When the
water is poured off, it. will tie lound
that many of the seeds have doubled
In size and become softened
These
should be taken out and may be
planted immediately, while those that
remain bard should be treated in the
same manner until all of them have
swo'len.
Plant In good garden soli, in rows
about three feet apart, planting the
seed about one inch apart, in the case
of the black locust and three inches
apart, for the honey locust. Cover the
of an inch and the
former
latter one inch deep and firm the sotl
upon them. As soon as the plants
break through the ground they should
be g;veii the same cultivation and irrigation as a crop of corn. The young
trees will probably need thinning, so
as to
them about four inches to
five inches apart in the row. This
will give much stronger seedlings
than to allow them to grow much
thicker.
At the end of the growing season
it is best to dig the younger trees
just before the ground freezes and
bury them In a well drained situation.
covering with at least six inches ot
soil, first tying them into bundles of
25 to 50 trees each. They should be
dug the following spring. In the latter
part of March or the first of April,
and planted in permanent quarters.
ca-j-

one-hal- t

two-third- s

EASY

NEGLECT ALFALFA

TO

Crop Does So Well Naturally That
Many Western Farmers Let It
Go on by Itself.
Alfalfa does so well naturally In
this western country that our farmers
neglect it and let it get on by Itself
the best it may. This, however, is
not the way to make money out of the
alfalfa crop, says the Denver Field
and Farm. Every patch in the country needs a good winter dressing of
fine manure put on by a spreader it

possible. We are pleased to have the
following testimony from one of our
Weld county subscribers: "I have
been raising alfalfa under irrigation
for twenty-nvyears. I have hauled
vast quantities of manure and spread
it on top of the alfalfa in the winter
season and never saw any bad results
I have
from it, but much benefit.
built movable corrals and yarded
large bands of sheep on it during the
winter months and no bad results followed. Some folks recommend plowing it up every five years for other
crops, but I cannot do that. The alfalfa would come up so thick in the
plowing that hoed crops would not do
much good. We manure it as much
as we can and cultivate thoroughly
every spring with a spike disk and
never plow it up. I have plowed it
several times, but it Is difficult to
kill out and not very easy to get a
stand again. The young plants need
care to get through our
much
Alfalfa does not
long dry summers.
get to its best condition till the third
year. After that with proper cultivation the crop is good for a man's
lifetime and does not seem to grow
poorer with time. We believe, however, that it will be necessary to give
all our alfalfa fields a good top dressing in winter."

Hinge.

RENT

5

roomed house with

D. S. Lowitzki.

FOR RENT Nicely furnished room.
Inquire New Mexican.
FOR SALE Fine modern house
and ranch at. True has, N. M. Address
12ti Hillside ave., Santa Fe, N. M.
. .WANTED
Situation
as assistant
bookkeeper or plumber's
apprentice
iSotne experience in both. Handy at
242 Agua
anything. Ed. Phillips,

iFiia Street.

ROOMS FOTv KENT One, three,
or five nice, new, comfortable rooms
for rent at 237 Washington avenue.
Large, handsome dining room, exceptionally .'iice and well suited for
boarders.

TYPEWRTERS.
Cleaned, adjusred and repaired. Ne
platens furnished. RibhonB and surv
plies.
Typewriters
sold, exchanged
ani rented. Standard makes hanr"ei
All repair work and typewrites guaranteed.
ExSanta Fe Typewriter
change, Phone 23i.
AGENTS Triple- - W' ar Hosiery
best paying proposition ever of-- j
feted guaranteed for six months.
Write for special offer i; pair FREE.
Beautiful
line.
Kverybody
buys.
Credit given. Write
for exclusive
territory. Triple-Wea- r
Hosiery Mills,
Franklin and Girard Avenue, Philadelphia, Pa. Mention in answering
this advertisement. Dept. M. 21.
Tln

Fraternal Societies
MASONIy.
Montezuma
Lodgt
No. 1, . F. & A. M.
commune
Regular
cation first Monday
of each month at
Masouic - Hall

A

7.30.

ALAN R. McCORD, W.
CHAS. E. UNNEV, Secreia.-y- .

Sania Fe Chapter
1- -

R. A.

M.

M,

No.

Regular

convocation second
Monday of each month
at Masonic Hall at
7:30 p. m.
CHAS. A. WHEELON,
H. P.
ARTHUR SELIGMAN, Secretary.

Santa Fe Commanderv
no. i. k.
jt,mut

MMmt

m&m

uiuvian

t

tuui LU 4MUU
day in each month ct

W. H. KENNEDY, E.

e

C.

W. E. GRIFFIN, Recorder.

Santa Fe uodge or
Perfection No. 1, 14th
degree. Ancient and Accepted Scottish Rite ot
Free Masonrv meets on
the third Monday of each month
at 7:30 o'clock in the evening 1
Masonic Hall, south side of Plata.
Visiting Potlsh Rite Masons ar co
dially invited to attend.
S. G. CARTWRIGHT, 32.
Venerable Master.
HENRY F. STEPHENS, 38 '

Secretary.

a p. o. e:
f anta Fe Lodge

J. D. SENA,

No.

P. O. E. holds
Ls regular session or
the second and fourth
of each
Wednesday
month. Visiting brothers are lnvlteu anil
welcome.
CARL A. BISHOP.
Exalted Ruler.
4

50, B.

Secretary.

LIVE STOCK NOTES.

F. W. FARMER
Homesterd No,

It is often a bit troublesome to teach
some feeding cattle to eat ear corn.
Faw realize that to hitch a horse for
four or five hours does not rest the
animal.
No farmer can have complete success raising hogs unless he has a good

2879.

Brotherhood
of
American Yeomen
Meets
Second
and Fourth Thur

days, Fireman's

grass-pastur-

Hall. H. Foreman,
A. E P. Robinson,
Cor. iec Fred F.
Alarid.

There is little use in putting the
coltst in early. The snappy, fall days

will do them good.
Sheep are still paying profits to the
who gives
progressive husbandman
them intelligent care.
Santa Fe Camp
If you husk your corn on the stalk,
13514, M. W. a.
a nunc of sheep will get a great deal
fleets second Tuesof feed off of such a field.
day each month, so
The cold fall rains are hard on a
cial meeting tLirt
Dunch of sheep. Better provide some
at Elks
Tuesday
shelter li it is at all possible.
Hall. Vistina celeb- A piano bo is an excellent thing to iors welcome.
keei grain for the horses in when the
A. G. WHITTIEE, Cmiul
CHAS. A. RISING, Clerk.
granary is iar from the barn.
Brood-sow- s
require a mixed diet, and
one containing plenty of protein and
Santa Fe Camp No.
not too much fattening quality.
6673, R. N. A. meets
Give the sow a movable house in the
first Tuesday of each
pasture just before farrowing time,
month; social meeting
as the youngsters will thrive on the

Wood-Davi-

grass.
It must be a good farm workman to
whom the exclusive care of the hogs
can be given. The master's eye should
be upon them
You will nel
recks when, til
corn binder,
when they go
It Is general
make excelleni
fed dry. Thei
pure water wh

Wood-Davi-

1

Home-Gro-

Corn, more
plant, becomesj
local conditions
proven quite c
grown seed

that

.

-'

WIN?!

'';yka

l.r-e-

lf-1-

:U

Soon as Plants Break Through Ground
They Should Be Given Same Cultivation
Crop of Corn.

can secure seed of

CALL

SEVEN

THE LOCUST TREES

UKUWINQ

By R. n.

Aik onrdriiec1(iTforit.
If he cannot gui'nly Hie
no
U A R V K L,
nthpr hiii: iknn Rliklnu fur
It (riTM
UlilBtratii boob p.'alc-t- .
(hrc-noiin- full Tirt'.(.n)!iri4 and
VRlnmtlntn Ifi.llpf). Ill VIM'lll. 0.
t.tV84lilrct.li.;V Vl.Hk- -

vote-buye-

Hen-ing'-

k

vrvwtl

STATE LEGISLATURE

Mr. Hening has, to the best of

ring.
our knowledge and belief, rendered
New Mexico excellent service as secretary of the bureau of immigration,
and that fact should be made the su
San Miguel County Republicans.
preme test of his qualification for reof San Miguel appointment.
The Republicans
In other words, we becounty will hold their county conven- lieve that Mr. Hening's retention in
tion on March 4, at Las Vegas.
his present important position will be
for the best interests of the state and
Go.
to
All the Brethren Want
we therefore hope that he will be reA lively contest is promised among tained.
Socorro Chieftain.
the Democrats of the Pecos Valley for
For Clearer Politics.
a place on the delegation to the naLet us have cleaner politics in New
tional convention at Baltimore. John
I. Hinkle of Hagennan and J. S. Lea Mexico. The quality ot our politics
ot Roswell, both mighty good men, is not so bad as it has been painted,
and it is wry likely that others will by any means, but it is vastly worse
come out into the clearing before than it ought to be. It is a well estalong. Just why the brethren should blished fact that the tendency of the
want to spend their own good money standard of political morality in any
to travel that far and help nominate community is to go steadily lower una candidate who is going to be wal- til it is just as low as the people of
will tolerate. The
loped to a frazzle is as much ai a that community
is lemed. lies in a determined effort to
mystery as it is a fact. Also it
a proof of the durability of the Dem- overcome that tendency.
In our own
ocratic optimism. Roswell Daily Rec- case, the way is clear. Our first state
ord.
legislature is soon to convene. It
should be made one of the first concerns of that legislature to pass a
Hening Has Earned It.
It is reported that H. B. Hening is corrupt practices act stringent enough
r
and the
a candidate for reappointment, to the to persuade the
r
to depart from the error of
position of secretary ,of the bureau
of immigration.
If this report is true, their ways with the greatest possible
That will be the
we hope that Governor McDonald will expedition.
be ablti to see his way clear to make lure's whole duty in the matter. It
We know nothing will then rest with the people of the
the appointment.
s
state to inaugurate, through the inand we care nothing, about Mr.
politics, for we are in hearty ac- strumentality of the courts, a reign of
cord with the fast growing, sentiment Just as clean politics as they want.
that positions such. s that which he Let the citizens of New Mexico have
themselves
now holds should be removed as far a chance to express
in
as possible from the political bull this regard. Socorro Chieftain.

ihoul-eu ii
fliitint Hlr V,i!!iitTllU

rW,..,MARVELWhirlingSp.-auew
I

Guadalupe Republicans.
The county convention of Guadalupe
county will meet at Santa Rosa on
March 2.
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man's Hall. Visiting
neighbors welcome.
NETTIE VICKROY,
Oracle.
MAGGIE L. FRIDAY, Recorder.
Herewith are some bargains offered,
by the New Mexican PrintingCom-pany- :
Code of Civil Procedure of the
Territory cf New Mexico, 1897. sheep
bound, $1; paper bound. 75c. Missouri
Pleading forms, J5; Missouri Cods
two for 110.
th
S6;
Pleadings,
Adapted to New Mexico Code, Laws
of New Mexico, i8S9, 191)1 and 1903,
English and Spanish pamphlets, $2.25;
full leather S3.
Sheriff's Flexible
Cover Pock-- t Dockets, single, $1.36;
two or more books, $1 each.
New
Supreme Court Reports, No
and 10 inclusive, $3.30 each. Com
pllation Corporation La.vs, 75 c.
Mining Laws, o e Money's
rlget of Near Mwrioo Fsperts. fuU
full list kLooI blanks.
hew,
Com-pllstio-

96-1-

PACE EIGHT

tut: saxta te xew mexicax, SANTA
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GERMAN-MILLE- D

We have just unloaded another

ress flour

car, and for

the answer to

A LIMITED TIME,

every Bakirvg Problem.

It's Firver,-Whit- er
arvd More Umforrrv.
Made by LARABEES

Famous

to introduce this High Grade Patent and BEST
OF ALL FLOURS, we are going to make a
special price of

GERMAN PROCESS.

$1.65 per Sack.

ROGERS SI LVERWARE

A

COUPON

IN EVERY

SACK.

SAVE THE COUPONS

AND get a
Dinner Set of Fine China like the one in our show
or
some
of
the premiums in Rogers & Sons' Silverware. We
window,
46-Pie- ce

will refund your money if not entirely satisfactory.

F. ANDREWS.

Phone No. L

A Well Beaten

SPITZ.
THE JEWFLER.
HEADQUATERS
FOR

Phone No. 4.

Path?

THE QAfLY

RBiO IIP.

FE,

X'. M.

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 22, 1912.

avenue thia eveniner An invitation is
extended to the friends of the schools.
School Boys Were Drunk At the
annual Sophomore dance of the high
school at Golden, Colorado, seven of
the boys smuggled in whiskey and
Harvey Morton became so drunk that
he had to be taken home and put to
bed, while the other six were still
able to take the girls home.
Nels
Dahlberg, a saloonkeeper, has been arrested for selling the liquor to the

ritv in the west We run dn it. Whv. I
NOTICE.
when we have the nlountains around'
us as full of mineral as they are, It's to vvnom it May concern.
This is to notify all persons that the
easy. Boost, get capital in here, show
them the future. A scenic highway partnership business heretofore concan be promoted, a tourist town can ducted
by J. M. Anaya and Romulo
be made out of it. Why, we have ev- Lopez has been dissolved
by mutual
erything here to make a good city. consent and the interest of said J.
Let's all wake up and get busy and at M. Anaya in said business has been
the same time the New State theater acquired by said Romulo S.
Lopez, to
will be giving greater shows at cheap- whom
payment all outstanding acer prices.
counts due said firm will be paid, and
boys.
Tonight new vaudeville for lovers who will pay all outstanding indebtedAt the Elks' tonight, The Man in the
of high class singing and popular ness of said firm.
Taxi.
airs. Hearts and Flowers, don't fail to
J. M. ANAYA,
For Sale: TL) New Mexican Print-- hear them.
R. S. LOPEZ.
ing Co. has on hand a lot oi second
hand belting, hangers, pulleys
and
shafting; one 12 horse liower and one
22 horse poower Leffel Engine and Locomotive type boiler in good condiJ

Tired ?

tion, passed upon by Boiler Inspector,
Radiators and steam piling.
galsoline tank. Any of these items
will be sold cheap if taken at once.
It interested add e'ss, New Mexican
Printing Company, Santa Fe, New
Mexico.
t
There is No False Economy practiced in prescription filling at Zook's.
Pure high quality drugs are . always
used.
Willard Memorial Services The local- Woman's
Christian Temperance
t'nion will hold a "Frances E. Willard Memorial Service" in the M. E.
Church at 7:30 o'clock this evening.
This service will commemorate the
home going of Miss Willard, whose
work has been regarded as prenomin-al- ,
and whose capacity and career as
lecturer, editor, preacher, author, presiding officer, journalist, is among the
marvels of modern times. The public
U cordially invited. Good music and
speaking will be the order of the

or its color? Make it
look like new, finish
it with

SUNSHINE
Used for all interior work

where any varnish stain is
wanted.

Your Prescription' receives the attention it deserves when Zook fills it.
The best yet. The Elks1.
Don't Mutilate your fent this summer, hut use a Hanlon Ventilator and
stove pipe ring at. GOEBELS.
Fifteen Club The Fifteen Club will
meet tomorrow with Miss Massie. It
will be guest day.
FOR SALE Pool and billiard hall
uon t Fail to see those good picwith six lables pays well. Must be
sold at once Price $1200. 0. C. Wat- tures at the Elks' tonight.
son Cr..
WHO IS AT FAULT?
No 10 Six Hours Late Santa Fe
The path to our meat market!
In the report from the meetings of
Train No. 10 from the south and west,
due thisnoon, will arrive shortly be- - j the city council last night a complaint
laid, by Mr. Leo Hersh calling 'the
tore seven o clock tonight.
THE PATH
Took Out 109 Gall Stones Dr. B. New State theater a nuisance.
The
J. Ochsnf; who operated on Miss An- complaint should have read that some
na McGregor at Dtirango, took out 109 of the patrons of the New State theater and passersby had committed a
galf istones.,
THIS MEAT MARKET
When Your Doctor sees Zook's label nuisance on Mr. Hersch's property
on your
he will be satisf- and no doubt some of these same peoShows Evidence of Constant Use! ied. ' prescription
ple are customers of his, as he sells
Inspection of Boy Scouts Colonel necessities of life. Mr. Garrett, manNot a
of Grass
E. C. Abbott will inspect
the Boy! ager of the New State has offered on
Scouts tomorrow
at 7:30 different times to pay an officer to
evening
Can Be Found In It!
vi ciocit
ana every tioy scout is re- catch the offenders of Mr Heih's
quested to turn out spick and span.
It Will Continue To Be Well Judge Abbott will address the boys. two. He told his officer to take thera
have them prosecuted and Mr.
The Ladies of St. John's Methodist to
Church will have a sale of home Ilersch being in the show at the time
Trodden,
baked bread, pies and cake, also sal- asked the officer to release . them.
Mr. Garrett is always willing to dp
"
ads in the display windows of the
OUR POLICY BEING- -United States Bank and Trust Com- v:hat is right, and thinks that when
he has gone as far as he has in try-1- !
pany Building, on Friday, February
THE BEST
OBTAINABLE I 23.
ing to break up the nuisance, that now
Sale begins at 10 o'clock a. m.
up to our city officers to protect
;; Black beard, again at the Elks to- it's
his property.
Our city mayor is willnight.
even to put on extra officers and
Patriotic Entertainment at Mission ing
see that order is maintained and
School The pupils of the Presbyte- laws
all over town.
rian Mission Schools, will' give a - Nowrespectedwe
that
have statehood
let
Phone 92.
wasmngtons birthday entertainment 'everybody pull together and make a
Hi
tnII
vvn onhnnl
oluuui utilising on Grant J greater Santa Fe, make it the greatest

Brightens woodwork, furniture, beds, floors, tables
and shelving.

I Put up in all colors, in oneha!f pint to

-

HIGH-GRAD-

HAVE YOUR WATCH '
CLEANED OCCASIONALLY

A
ery

Watches
and
Clocks.

WATCH will run without
oil or cleaning longer than
any other piece of machinbut it needs both

occasion-cfl-

y.

If you will consider that the rim of
the balance wheel travels over fifteen
miles a day, you will not grudge your
watch a speck of oil and a cleaning
bnce a year. It will increase the
life and accuracy of your watch.
Leave your watch with us

E

4

y.

AT THE

CLARENDON GARDEN
San Miguel

V. BOYLE, Manager.l
DOWN TOWN STAND IN BUTT

one gallon cans.

ISanta Fe Hardware

&

g

Supply

CoJ

JO

Time Pieces That Are
Reliable."

Old

l

That Leads

fLOWEpS
Located One Block East from

the old furniture,

Of

Church.

Phone Black 12.
BROS.' DRUG STORE.

LOVVITZK

D.-S-

Spear

Furniture and
Qeensware.
CASH PAID FOR

UTS

Plaza Market Co.

Secondhand Goods
NEW

Goods Sold on Easy Payments at

-

i

the Right Price!

.

remember, maybe, that
about Mark Twain,
who said he was a bigger man

YOU

T.

Hart, Schaffner & Marx
CLOTHES are made of

fabrics, care-fulshrunk and perfectly tailored. They
COULD use cheaper cloth, cheaper trimmings,
cheaper tailoring, and you'd probably never
know the difference, but they WON'T. These
clothes are made to give you, the wearer, the

than George Washington, because, while George " couldn't
tel! a lie," Mark COULD, but
WOULDN'T.
Washington's fame is secure, because he
did what he thought was best for ail, and his
judgment was good ; personal profit or advantage didn't sway him.

.

.

..

all-wo-

ol

ly

(....

best service; they're the cheapest clothes you
can buy for that reason. They're the best for
us to sell for

Washington

Birthday, February 22d.

that reason.

;:,',.

"WE PROF IT BY YOUR PROFIT ! "
Suits, $18.00 and

Up.

vOercoats, $16.50 and

Up.

I

::.

1

This Store is the Home of Hart, Schaffner
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Marx Clothes
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